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ABSTRACT 
The future of the availability of clean water is not guaranteed globally. Several studies focus 
on alternative mechanisms of water purification to supplement this vital natural resource on 
earth. An alternative mechanism entails purifying wastewater from raw sewage, originating 
from domestic and industrial environments. This process restores water to a quality that is 
safe and reusable. Although the concept is still unreachable for South Africans, it is of 
paramount value to strive towards achieving potable quality effluent, free of waterborne 
diseases. This results in creating an environment that is user-friendly to aquatic life. This study 
focusses on developing a model that improves the performance of East Rand Water Care 
(ERWAT) a wastewater facility, employing traditional global best practices to produce safe-to-
use effluent, as stipulated by the Department of Water Affairs (DWA) in South Africa. The 
facility for this study is based in the eastern region of Gauteng and employs conventional 
wastewater purification methods. The conventional system operates at excessive costs, owing 
to high maintenance and required operational costs. The main purpose of this study is to 
establish a convergence analysis of this facility concerning its processes. It identifies the 
traditionally best practices of wastewater purification processes, conducts a current state 
analysis and presents a recommendation to close this divergence. This is accomplished 
through the use of the literature available on the best practices, and information of the facility 
obtained through observation, interviews and data extracted from the facility records. Global 
best practice benchmarks in wastewater treatment facilities are referenced as a guide, 
enhancing the performance of the wastewater sites. This research focusses on enhancing 
critical wastewater protocols which include purification processes, management style, 
innovation and technology, and sludge-handling. A mixed method approach is used in this 
research, based on interview sessions, critical review of the literature or observance. The 
research design is based on both quantitative and qualitative approaches regarding collection 
and data analysis. These approaches enable the researchers to obtain statistical patterns in 
the data, allowing for expert opinions on the best practices in wastewater purification. The 
“why”, “how” and “what” questions are thus addressed simultaneously.[1] These approaches 
are sufficient for executing this research objective, allowing for a comprehensive 
understanding of how to enhance wastewater treatment processes and managing wastewater 
system facilities. This research conducts a convergence analysis test between the East Rand 
Water Care facility, which already had existing purification processes and systems against 
global best practice in wastewater purification. This research investigates East Rand Water 
Care’s treated effluent for reusability for agriculture, active participation of East Rand Water 
Care facility managers towards asset management, sludge disposal practices, and installing 
rotating belt filtration for biological nutrient removal. This research presents the best practice 
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recommendations for enhancing strategies towards improving the purification processes and 
systems at East Rand Water Care . This research demonstrates the necessity for the ERWAT 
facility to support perpetual development of a framework, promoting sustainable wastewater 
purification practices. Future research can be conducted with a broader investigation of the 
research objectives. Case study comparison scenarios can be investigated with wastewater 
facilities across continents. 
Results: This research conducted a convergence analysis testing between East Rand Water 
Care’s facilities purification processes and systems, aligned with global best practice 
benchmarks. This research investigates limitations on the East Rand Water Care’s water 
treatment processes concerning agriculture, active participation of the East Rand Water Care  
facility managers towards asset management, sludge disposal practices and installing a 
rotating belt filtration for biological nutrient removal. 
This research presents best practice recommendations for enhancing strategies towards 
improving the purification processes and systems at East Rand Water Care. It also illustrates 
the necessity for the East Rand Water Care facility to support the continual development of a 
framework promoting sustainable purification practices relative to wastewater. 
Keywords: Convergence analysis, East Rand Water Care , Cross functional teams, Municipal 
Financial Management Act, Service Delivery Budget Implementation Plan, wastewater 
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CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND 
East Rand Water Care (ERWAT) is a wastewater company based in the eastern region of 
Gauteng that is mandated to provide wastewater purification services to the industrial and 
residential areas in Ekurhuleni. To achieve its main objective of wastewater purification, it has 
19 Waste Water Care Works (WWCW) spread around the Ekurhuleni metropolitan. ERWAT 
has a centralised Head Office located at Hartebeesfontein Office Park at Kempton Park. 
In addition to the 19 WWTP, there are five supporting structures aimed at aiding the 
operational duties at the WCWWs to simplify the purification process. These structures include 
an ISO 17025 accredited laboratory, human resource department, finance, supply chain and 
procurement, R&D development, and technical department (assigned with the responsibility 
of electrical, mechanical and civil maintenance within the company). 
ERWAT provides a highly technical wastewater treatment service to approximately 2000 
industries and over 3.5 million people. The company belongs to the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan 
Municipality and as a result, it is governed by all policies and acts imposed by the South African 
Government. These policies and acts include compliance to the Department of Water and 
sanitation (DWS) concerning waste water regulation parameters (regarding chemical limits of 
the water content released into rivers), compliance to the Municipal Financial Management 
Act (MFMA), Service Delivery Budget Implementation Plan (SDBIP). Adherence to these 
policies become challenging with regards to requested budget approval for any work needing 
immediate attention. 
1.1 Problem statement: Challenges facing East Rand Water Care 
1.1.1 The overcapacity of wastewater at the WWCW 
The population and its dynamic growth and behaviour has a direct influence on the water crisis 
South Africa faces. The two main contributing factors for the water crisis are: the climate factor 
and water-intensive economic growth. Population growth, lifestyle changes, large-scale 
urbanisation and industrial growth are increasingly putting pressure on the urban areas’ water 
reserves, and the Ekurhuleni area is no exception to this potentially disastrous phenomenon. 
The Ekurhuleni region as an urban area is overpopulated because of a major exodus (i.e. 
relocating large numbers of people from the rural areas to urban areas). Another contributing 
factor is the proximity of the OR Tambo International Airport to this region which has attracted 
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various types of businesses. These businesses have serious implications concerning their 
sewage disposal. 
As a consequence to the accelerated growth of the community, the area is slowly dominated 
by informal settlements with individuals who increasingly express their dissatisfaction of 
deficient sanitation and the possibility of the spread of waterborne diseases. These residents 
aim their frustrations (through protests) against the municipality; this situation then comes to 
ERWAT for solutions to the problem. 
ERWAT plants are overloaded with the increased flow of wastewater, making it difficult for 
routine plant maintenance. As a result, it is cumbersome to adhere to all the strict DWS 
parameters. At times, the plants have difficulty in controlling the bad odour spreading to the 
surrounding residential areas. In addition to these challenges, is the inefficient mining 
practices of illegal miners who flooded the old mines located in the Benoni region. These 
practices involve acid mine drainage that poses a threat to the condition of the pipes of the 
ERWAT Benoni sewage networks. In summary, ERWAT plants are facing the double-edged 
sword of both overcapacity, and ageing and damaged plants, although there are plans to 
upgrade the plants to accommodate the challenges they are facing. 
The fact that ERWAT belongs to Ekurhuleni Municipality, the company is placed under scrutiny 
in terms of how it uses funds, especially on the procurement processes to perform both 
professional services and tenders. Transparency is now enforced when awarding tenders that 
result in constructing the surrounding areas. This notion occurred after the Built Environment 
Professions Grouping (BEP) noted dissatisfaction toward government mechanisms to procure 
professional services, and the lack of critical examination of the allocated public funds. 
The BEP group suggested that one of the mechanisms to curb possible corruption is by having 
greater transparency in the procurement cycle and awarded contracts should be openly 
published; this increases accountability with infrastructure stakeholders. The group further 
emphasised that the government should include compulsory evaluation and monitoring units 
which would be tasked, amongst others, to ensure that professionals and departments comply 
with legislation and offers made with respect to skills and skills transfer made during the 
bidding stage. Professional service providers should be appointed based on price, quality and 
preferences. These measures are essential to curb corruption but delays ERWAT’s WWCW 
upgrade of their ageing state, and the rapid growth of the population and industrial 
development that it must cope with. 
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1.1.2 Deteriorating infrastructure 
The Ekurhuleni region is currently experiencing rapid industrial developments and residential 
growth; these impact the ERWAT treatment facilities to continue purifying wastewater with 
ageing infrastructure and limited resources. The oldest plant was constructed in 1936. 
Throughout the years it had to cope with several modifications. These measures proved 
insufficient with the latest developments. 
1.2 Human resource recruitment crisis 
The wastewater purification sector is facing a challenge of managing the experienced 
employees as they exit into retirement. Attributable to technological advancements, it is now 
impossible to hire people with less educational qualifications to effectively provide this service. 
Replacement of experienced work force is restricted as many of the possible incumbents are 
less experienced and need training with limited time available.  
1.2.1 Managing nineteen wastewater care works 
ERWAT owns 19 plants responsible for purifying a total of 600 megalitres (Ml) per day, with 
the largest plant treating 155 Ml and the smallest treating 0.4 Ml. For clarification, 1 Ml is the 
equivalent of 1 000 000 litres. The oldest plant was constructed in 1936 and the newest one 
was constructed in 2003. The care works employ various processes with the oldest plants still 
using biofilter systems and others employing activated sludge method. 
Managing all the plants according to the same standards is a significant challenge. Problems 
arise, starting from the availability of public transport for employees to get to work, conducting 
proper maintenance on sewer pipes for collecting sewage for the plant, electrical equipment, 
asset management, unsatisfactory communication attributable to weak internet signals, and 
accommodating protesting communities and theft to those plants located in the townships with 
the public complaining of bad odours. ERWAT also has the challenge of the public’s lack of 
environmental awareness. The majority of customers view the sewer line as a place to throw 
and discard all manner of debris. As a result, some of the discarded products are damaging 
the machinery used in the purification processes. These unwanted products include latex 
products, paint and plastics, amongst others. 
1.2.2 Health and Safety issues 
Employees at ERWAT’s WWCW are generally more exposed to pathogenic microorganisms. 
By definition, these are infectious diseases caused by bacteria, viruses and protozoan 
parasites, which are the most common health risk of drinking water. People are introduced to 
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these microorganisms through drinking contaminated water, water drops, aerosols, and 
washing or bathing in untreated water. 
Some waterborne pathogenic microorganisms spread by water can cause severe, life-
threatening diseases. Examples are typhoid fever, cholera and hepatitis A or E. Other 
microorganisms induce less dangerous diseases. Often, diarrhoea is the main symptom of 
these diseases in people with low immunity, i.e. mainly elderly people and young children. 
1.2.3 Objectives of this study 
The following objectives are focussed on in this study: 
 To assist ERWAT’s wastewater facilities to perform at optimal level. 
 To attain 100% Green Drop scoring across all ERWAT wastewater facilities. 
 To position ERWAT’s wastewater facilities amongst the best in the world. 
 To accommodate the rapidly growing population and industrial development in the 
Ekurhuleni region. 
 To upgrade the infrastructure and buildings of ERWAT’s deteriorating Wastewater 
Treatment Works. 
 To employ modern processes in ERWAT’s wastewater purification systems. 
 To reduce the costs of operating and maintaining ERWAT’s WWCWs. 
1.2.4 Research question 
Is there a model that can make adaptations to the plants make ERWAT’s WWCW the best 
performing wastewater facility globally, relative to the following: operation and maintenance of 
WWTP, technology, processes and systems, training and management of the WWTP? 
1.2.5  Scope and delimitations 
This study is focussing on ERWAT improving on the wastewater purification processes and 
also improving the function of supporting structures, especially the human resource 
department. The aim is to optimise their purification processes and develop a model that is 
able to assist the company in being continuously innovative. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Studies on wastewater collection system 
Previous studies on wastewater collection systems suggest that urban and suburban 
communities’ wastewater collection include gravity sewers, pump stations, force mains and 
other sewer conveyance related facilities that are the essential infrastructure asset. 
Wastewater collection system is crucial in economic, social and environmental influences of 
the community; thus it is important that the community understands the importance of this 
system. This will subsequently ensure that adequate resources are channelled to 
management, operations and maintenance. [2] 
From the above statement it is important to note that the community has a crucial function 
toward the successful management of wastewater collection systems. Management of 
wastewater collection systems has several challenges. This encompasses ageing and 
deteriorating infrastructure, decreases in system capacity, increases in operational and 
maintenance costs, and the risk of failure is high. Change in wastewater flows because of 
growth or loss of significant customers may result in a capacity that becomes too difficult to 
manage. 
Typical challenges for wastewater collection systems entail various technical, financial, social, 
legal and environmental effects. Increased costs for energy, materials and labour are putting 
intensive strain on the budget, as in the case of ERWAT. It is constantly threatened by the 
labour unions that they are considering strikes attributable to salary-related issues, high 
maintenance costs and high energy costs from Eskom. An inadequate understanding of 
consumers on how wastewater collection systems work may lead to confusion on how 
revenues are spent and how it affects service expectations. [3] Adequate management of 
wastewater collection systems require a sound knowledge of business, engineering, 
operations, maintenance, human resource management and communication. 
2.2 The basic principle of wastewater treatment 
Wastewater purification entails a systematic removal or conversion of harmful contents in the 
sewage. This process differs from one treatment system to the next. Regardless of which form 
is used, there is a logical sequence that is followed. 
Initially, the large particles are removed on screens; they may be hand-raked for smaller 
wastewater works or raked by mechanical procedures for larger wastewater works. There are 
two known sets of screens. The first course screen is at the head of the works to trap the 
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solids, for example tins and large stones. The next screen is a course screen that removes 
papers, rags and plastics. The resulting material from these screens are either buried or 
disposed of in a special incinerator. 
In the next step, heavier solids such as grit and sand are settled out through channels kept at 
a constant velocity, which is slow enough to allow sand and other inorganic particles to settle; 
this excludes organic matter. The settled sand and grit is ultimately disposed of on a solid 
waste dump. 
The third step involves settling the organic matter in large settling tanks. The flow patterns 
may be directly upwards, or in the larger primary settling tanks. A commonly used tank is the 
Dortmund tank, which is deep and cone-shaped through which solids can settle. One of the 
tank are advantages is that there is no mechanical equipment required. Mechanical scrapers 
are used in the larger tanks to move sludge that has settled towards the centre of the tank 
where it can be drawn off. In both tanks, the sludge flows under hydrostatic pressure from the 
tank. 
Up to now, the treatment has only focussed on the physical removal of the pollutants. As a 
result, all these stages thus far are referred to as primary treatment. The secondary treatment 
is based on organic material removal in sewage through oxidation. This results in a stable 
effluent that will cause limited future demands on the receiving waters. 
The settled sewage still contains a large quantity of organic material. This is the stage where 
microorganisms (bacteria) are removed. ERWAT uses oxygenation of the sewage to remove 
these microorganisms. The oxygenation process can be performed by passing bubbles or air 
through the wastewater or providing strong agitation because of percolation through a thin 
stream of the sewage. 
The most commonly used secondary system is the activated sludge system. In this system, 
sewage enters a reactor in which a mass of microorganisms is held in suspension. The 
microorganisms have a crucial function in sewage treatment, using the oxygen that comes 
through diffusers positioned on the bottom of the reactor or from the strong action of surface 
of aerators. 
An alternative system involves the attachment of microorganisms to some medium such as 
crushed stone as a biological filter or the disc of a rotating biological contactor. The flow of 
water through air affects the aeration. In the case of the filter, this aeration occurs because of 
liquid trickling over the stones. In the case of the rotating biological contactor, the disc is 
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rotated slowly through the atmosphere, allowing the oxygen to be slowly dissolved as the 
organism uses it. 
In an activated sludge system, it is not always necessary to settle out organic solids. When 
this technique is applied, it is called an extended aeration system, with long sludge age or 
solids retention time. The long aeration time of the mixed liquid stabilises it, resulting in the 
digestion of the waste sludge left out and transferred directly into drying beds. This technique 
is cost-effective and simplifies the operation. The effluent still needs to be fully disinfected. 
This is accomplished by chlorination or by storing the effluent in maturation ponds to allow the 
pathogens to die naturally. 
In a fixed film system (Biofilters), the bacteria eventually dies off and falls into the sewage flow, 
and suspended microorganisms are carried away with the flow. Unfortunately, solids rich in 
organic constituents are detrimental for any wastewater treatment system. It is necessary to 
separate them from the water using a primary settling tank (PST). In a fixed film system, a 
humus tank is applied instead of a PST. If humus tanks are applied in an activated sludge 
system, they are referred to as clarifiers. 
The sludge from the clarifier is returned to the reactor or aeration basin. The purpose is to 
ensure that there is an adequate supply of organisms to continue the purification process. 
These microorganisms will, with a sufficient food supply, grow and multiply. In order to balance 
the quantity of solids in the reactor, some mass should be bled off on a daily basis. This 
process is known as sludge wasting. [4] 
Sludge-handling is a factor that needs thoughtful consideration. There are three known types 
of sludge encountered in a wastewater treatment plant. The first is the primary sludge, which 
is active, rich in pathogens and requires proper handling. Proper handling entails using a 
closed tank called a digester. The sludge is thickened to reduce the volume of the sludge to 
as small as possible to maintain enough space, since it is expensive. This process is known 
as the anaerobic zone and the reason behind the closed digester is to ensure that air does 
not enter. Another reason is that the end-products of the sludge digestion are gases, such as 
carbon dioxide and methane. Methane gas is explosive when exposed to air in the correct 
proportions. To fast-track the digestion, it is sometimes required to heat the digester to allow 
a thorough mixing of the contents. 
After being released from the digesters, the sludge comes as a dark brown viscous liquid with 
a strong unpleasant smell. Good management practice suggests drying it to reduce the mass 
that has to be dealt with. The drying technique can be as simple as air-drying on special beds 
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or through mechanical processes, in case the tonnage is too high for manual methods. 
Another use of sludge is for compost and usually does not contain anything harmful to plant 
growth. Special attention is required to properly disinfect the sludge during the composting 
process to prevent the spread of disease. [5] 
2.3 Chemical tests applicable in wastewater treatment 
2.3.1 Introduction 
It is essential that wastewater treatment plant operators have a clear concept of how the plant 
is performing. This is accomplished through chemical knowledge of the plant. Knowledge of 
the sewage strength and flow to the works allows the plant operator to know whether the plant 
is overloaded or not. Again, if the plant is receiving a large quantity of industrial effluent, it 
might be necessary to perform specific tests to indicate the presence of excessive proportions 
of compounds that may be problematic to the treatment processes. 
Measurement of the chemical composition of the effluent facilitates the assessment of the 
performance of each stage of the plant and provides an early warning regarding challenges 
that might arise in any part of the process. The analysis of the works treatment indicates 
whether the works is complying with the discharge requirements of its permit or the particular 
applicable standards. The chemists, microbiologists and technicians carry the responsibility of 
performing both the chemical and microbiological tests. This technique applies to large 
treatment works operated by large organisations, but in small treatment works it might be 
necessary for the operators to conduct onsite tests to monitor how the process is performing. 
2.3.2 Microbiological testing 
A full microbiological laboratory is too large for the scope of a small wastewater works but only 
large operating authorities can afford to have this type of facility. Medium and smaller works 
may have to take advantage of pathology laboratories through the Department of State Health, 
or even medical practices to analyse the final effluent for Escherichia Coli (E. coli) content at 
a moderate fee. 
Alternatively, there are methods that can be used by small laboratories to achieve a 
reasonably good estimate of the E. coli content. Knowledge of the E. coli contents in a 
wastewater work’s effluent is important, as the discharge standards in the Water Act is zero. 
This is achieved through the maturation pond system or through disinfection using chlorine. 
The effectiveness of the chlorination in the disinfection process will be described through this 
microbiological testing. 
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2.3.3 Microorganisms and their function in wastewater 
Microbiology is the study of living organisms and has a crucial function in wastewater 
treatment. It can be concluded that microorganisms accomplish purification processes. 
Regardless of the bacteria and microorganisms, there are several other animals and plants 
that co-exist in the purification system and their knowledge is useful to anyone involved in the 
sewage or wastewater treatment business. 
As a result, it is of paramount value to the wastewater works process controller to have a solid 
basic knowledge of the organisms related to wastewater treatment. This could include worms 
and other organisms present in biofilters, the psychoda flies which breed in the biological 
filters, mould, fungi, algae, mites and also viruses related to treatment process. 
Wastewater, mainly sewage, has a large quantity of organisms which cause diseases that can 
negatively affect human beings. These are indicated in wastewater by the presence of 
coliforms or Escherichia Coli. 
2.3.4 Classification of bacteria 
Various classification systems were developed to endeavour to secure an orderly 
arrangement of the rich content of present material in wastewater. The three-kingdom system 
is the simplest option and can be summarised as follows: 
 Kingdom Monera: It is comprised of bacteria and blue-green algae. 
 Kingdom Protista: It contains yeasts, bread mould, mildews, mushrooms and toadstools. 
 Kingdom Plantae: It consists of moss, liverworts, hornworts, whisks, ferns, club moss, 
horsetails, ferns, cycads, conifers and flowers. 
2.3.5 Kingdom Monera and Protista 
Protists are essential organisms in wastewater treatment. In size, they range from 0.1 µm 
down to the smallest virus of 0.02 µm. The largest is visible to the naked eye and the smallest 
is visible under a powerful microscope. In ascending order of size, the families of Monera and 
Protista are arranged as follows: 
 Viruses. 
 Chlamydia. 
 Rickettsia. 
 Bacteria. 
 Blue-green algae. 
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 Actinomycetes. 
 Algae, mould and yeasts. 
 Protozoa. 
Bacteria and other organisms can be classified with reference to their behaviour and 
characteristics. Some types are categorised in the following subsections. 
2.3.6 Oxygen 
In this category, organisms can grow in the presence of atmospheric oxygen (in the air or 
dissolved in water) and they are referred to as aerobes. Those growing in the absence of 
oxygen are called anaerobes. Anaerobes gain their energy through the breaking down of 
compounds containing oxygen. Relevant to sewage treatment, anoxic organisms feed on the 
oxygen present in the nitrates to obtain their oxygen supply. 
2.3.7 Feeding 
Autotrophic organisms (also referred to as self-feeding) get their energy from the oxidation of 
inorganic compounds of nitrogen, hydrogen and sulphur. They obtain the required carbon 
needed for their structure from the carbon dioxide which is either dissolved in water or air. 
Heterotrophs derive their energy from the oxidation and breakdown of organic compounds. 
Phototrophs obtain their food from the sun; algae falls under this class. Chemotrophs are 
capable of oxidising organic and inorganic compounds. 
2.3.8 Temperature 
Psychrophiles grow perfectly at 0°C and have an optimal growth temperature of 15°C or lower. 
The maximum tolerable temperature is 20°C. 
Mesophiles grow perfectly around 20 to 45°C and have a minimum temperature of 15-20°C 
and a maximum of 45°C. Almost all human pathogens are mesophiles since they thrive at a 
temperature of 37°C. 
Lastly, thermophiles grow at temperatures of 55°C or higher. Their growth is around 45°C and 
they can grow in an optimal temperature between 55 and 65°C. 
2.3.9 Use of bacteria 
Bacteria can be both useful and harmful. The harmful bacteria bring about diseases in human 
beings, for example streptococci or staphylococci. The useful nature is clearly visible in the 
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sewage treatment process, as their activity is crucial in breaking down complex organic 
compounds, whilst also metabolising the material and using it to grow. 
Activated sludge and the slime of biofilters are rich in bacteria of various sizes and shapes, 
which are specifically suited to break down compounds. It is this useful nature of the bacteria 
that makes them major agents in performing the purification process. 
2.3.10 Classification of bacteria in the laboratory 
One way of classifying bacteria is through their sizes and shapes, but since they are small, 
they can only be roughly identified and categorised by viewing them under a microscope. It is 
also imperative to observe the behaviour of bacteria, which react in several ways when 
allowed to grow in selective nutrient solutions. Microbiology has developed several techniques 
to differentiate bacteria through cultivation in various cultures. 
Culture media are solidified by the addition of agar, a complex polysaccharide from red algae. 
Bacteria growing under solidification tend to form colonies of distinctive structures. Commonly 
used sources of nutrients for bacteria are various types of sugars, such as cane sugar, grape 
sugar, dextrose, milk sugar and others. There are some organisms that tend to form acid when 
treated with sugar and will not grow in others. Coliform bacteria tends to make acid and gas if 
grown in lactose. Through selecting suitable solutions, a microbiologist can differentiate 
coliform from E. coli and several other bacteria. 
2.4 Microorganisms in wastewater purification 
As sewage enters the treatment works, it has a variety of organisms. There are several millions 
of harmless microorganisms and several participate in the later stages of the purification 
process. Considering that the sewage also contains human and animal excreta, hospital waste 
and several others, it is understandable that there may be millions of potentially pathogenic 
organisms. Despite pathogens that cause gastric fever, dysentery, typhoid fever and 
tuberculosis, there are also viruses that may include poliomyelitis, alongside eggs of certain 
intestinal worms, such as roundworms, hookworms and tapeworms. Many of these pathogens 
do not survive in the sewage for long, but eggs may last for weeks or months. 
It can therefore be observed that sewage has the ability to transmit diseases. Untreated 
sewage should at all times be treated as potentially dangerous. The main purpose of sewage 
treatment is to release effluent that is not harmful to humans or the environment. This is 
achieved through the destruction of pathogens and the elimination or stabilisation of those 
organic compounds that can be oxidised. 
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2.4.1 E.coli: An index of pollution 
The determination of individual pathogens is difficult to achieve and is a complicated process, 
thus it is impractical to try and measure all of them. Of the intestinal organisms that universally 
appear in sewage is the bacterium Escherichia Coli, also known as E.coli or faecal coliform, 
has a significant function in water sanitation. The detection and counting of harmless E.coli 
bacteria is simple, as they originate from human faecal matter and their presence is an 
indication of faecal pollution. These types of bacteria are therefore used as a general pollution 
index. Their presence in copious quantities in a water sample indicates that there are large 
amounts of pathogens present. The opposite is true with their absence, in that there are no 
pathogens and that the water is bacteria-free. 
2.4.2 Pathogens in sewage 
Sewage possesses a significant number of bacteria, which include pathogens, and if the E.coli 
count is high in the raw sewage, it is expected that there is several million per millilitre. 
Throughout the purification process, most bacteria die (both harmless and pathogenic). A low 
E.coli count in clean effluent should provide a rise to only a few hundred per millilitre. 
Even though E.coli is used as a reference index of faecal contamination, other pathogens tend 
to be more resistant than E.coli and as a result, they do not die in standard sewage purification 
processes. A good example is the organism responsible for tuberculosis and typhoid fever 
which is more resistant than E.coli. Viruses are known to be more resistant than bacteria; 
polioviruses are found in sewage and some remain in the treated effluents. 
2.4.3 Microorganisms in biological filters 
The surface of biological filters is covered with a slime layer that has microorganisms, such as 
protozoa, algae, zoogloea and other bacteria that are mainly aerobic. Between the stones 
there are several insects or the larvae of insects, with the most common being the larvae of 
psychoda flies. Other organisms found are mites, beetles, spiders, snails and earthworms. 
As the sewage seeps downward between the stones, the slime layer holds most of the small 
organic particles back, and various organisms in this slime layer oxidise the absorbed organic 
material. Nitrogen that exists as ammonia and protein contents are oxidised to nitrites, then to 
nitrates and sulphides to sulphates, all by the aerobic bacteria action. 
The psychoda larvae and other organisms feed on the slime layer and this assists in keeping 
the spaces between the stones open to allow air to penetrate and for the water to keep flowing, 
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which creates suitable conditions for bacteria to stay in the active phase. This results in the 
efficient working of the biological filters. 
In comparison to sewage, the resulting effluent of the biofilters contains fewer living organisms 
and less decaying material. The water is rich in oxidised organic contents, dead bacteria and 
the remains of insects. This suspended material is removed through using the settling tank or 
sand filter, which is called the humus tank. 
2.4.4 Microorganisms in activated sludge 
In this mechanism, sewage is treated aerobically by aerating a tank to have the necessary 
microorganisms held in constant suspension. To accomplish this, thorough mixing is needed 
between the sewage and microorganisms in the tank. Similar types of microorganisms with 
those of the slime layer are present to perform the oxidation process. The only difference with 
biological filters is the responsibility of the absence of larger organisms, such as insects, since 
they cannot survive the conditions of the activated sludge. 
2.4.5 Microorganisms in stabilisation ponds (oxidation ponds) 
Sewage treatment by stabilisation ponds is possible for small treatment schemes. In this 
technique, there is no turbulent movement and aeration is achieved through natural 
processes. Algae grow in substantial amounts and produce oxygen during the day through 
photosynthesis for the aerobic organisms to use this oxygen to oxidise the sewage. Settleable 
contents that include decaying algae sinks to the bottom of the ponds where anaerobic 
microorganisms digest them. Under overloaded conditions or by design, the primary ponds in 
the system may be anaerobic and anaerobic microorganisms can perform the treatment in 
this pond. Algae and other aerobic organisms then grow in subsequent ponds where dissolved 
oxygen is present. 
2.4.6 Microorganisms in maturation ponds 
If well-treated effluents are retained for several days in shallow ponds or are allowed to flow 
for some days in shallow veils, sunlight and natural aerobic treatment produce a further 
reduction of the bacteria in the sewage treatment. There were cases where the E.coli count 
reached zero after approximately three weeks of applying this technique. Maturation ponds 
have a habit of developing an aerobic microbial population and the presence of various 
species of algae is possible. 
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2.4.7 Organisms in sewage sludge digestion 
When settled raw sludge is run into digesters, anaerobic organisms, alongside some 
facultative anaerobes, take the responsibility of breaking down the decaying matter and 
converts it to a stable product. It is important to have sufficient active organisms in the digester 
to inoculate or seed the raw sludge as it enters. These organisms must be provided with 
sufficient time to perform their work effectively, by ensuring the correct temperature and pH 
conditions. 
Good digestion of sewage sludge destroys most pathogens, even though intestinal worms’ 
eggs can survive the entire process. Fortunately, they are thoroughly destroyed during the 
drying of the sludge by an approved process or mixed into agricultural soil. 
Digestion occurs in two stages. The first stage entails acid-forming bacteria that break down 
the organic matter into volatile organic acids. In the second stage, a group of anaerobic 
bacteria develops. They are known as alkaline fermentation or methane-forming bacteria that 
decompose the volatile organic acids to carbon dioxide and methane. The alkaline bacteria 
are more sensitive as their growth can be hindered by excessive acid formation. As a result, 
it is essential to prevent the pH dropping too low through overfeeding the digester. 
There are three widely known groups of digestion anaerobes: psychrophiles, mesophiles and 
thermophiles. There is evidence that digestion under thermophilic conditions kill the eggs from 
intestinal worms and produces a sludge free of parasites. [6] 
2.5 Other tests: Visual observation 
It is possible to collect information of wastewater treatment work’s performance through the 
visual observation of the sewage effluents and units involved in the process. For instance, if 
the sewage comes through the works with a black colour and sulphide odour, the plant 
operator will know that the sewer is septic. In the case where the works operator observes 
solids carrying over in the overflow from the primary sedimentary tank or clarifier, they can 
assume that there is either a blockage in the tank or that the loading on the unit is possibly too 
high for the settling rate of the particles being fed to the tank. 
If the activated sludge is grey or black, instead of chocolate brown and has an unpleasant 
odour, it may indicate that the aeration to the process is insufficient for purification. If the 
effluent of the secondary process (secondary process from either biological filters or the 
activated sludge plant) is turbid and odorous, the process may be overloaded, or there are 
serious problems with the process that requires immediate attention. If the digested sludge is 
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grey in colour and has particulate matter instead of being black accompanied by a tarry odour, 
those might be indicators that the loading in the digestion is too high or there is a problem in 
the system. Regardless, the information that can be derived from visual observation does not 
necessarily prove to be enough. It is therefore just as important that the wastewater effluent 
is taken for both chemical and biological testing. 
2.6 Sampling 
Composite sampling is the preferred method for testing, and it is defined as a sample made 
up of combining various samples taken at various times, mixing them well and testing the 
resulting mixture. A composite sample represents a mixture of samples taken every hour in a 
24-hour period. Composites can be observed over any interval of time and automatic samplers 
can be used for this purpose. It can also be achieved through manual placing of a full 
container’s content into a bucket when mixing and pouring some of the mixture into a bottle 
the following morning. 
Table 1: A descending order of desirability of the techniques available for the sampling 
process 
Techniques Comments 
Composite sample Continuous and proportional Requires equipment controlled by flow metre 
 Discrete, regular, approx. 24 
samples per day 
Requires automatic sampler triggered and 
important to larger plants. Can be performed 
manually by reliable personnel 
 Discrete, regular, approx. 6-12 
samples per day 
No compensations for flow variations and can 
be misleading 
Grab sample One per day Time taken can influence results 
 One per week Suitable for small plants and it is advisable to 
take it at various days of the week 
 One per month Suitable for economic reasons and results 
provide a rough estimate 
 
Sampling in wastewater treatment always requires a compromise between the improved 
accuracy obtained through composite sampling and loss of strength or change in the sample 
that occurs with time. For instance, raw sewage will change over a period of 24 hours. Thus, 
when a 24-hour composite is taken, there might be a little loss in strength compared to what 
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it would have been had the composite sample been available to be immediately analysed as 
soon as it was taken. 
In microbiology, it is important to conduct an analysis on grab samples, as composite sampling 
can lead to a loss of concentration of microbiology organisms and a change in results. 
Fortunately, as the treatment process continues, the treated effluent becomes more stable, 
thus there is no possibility of change. It is advisable to use composite sampling for the initial 
stages of the purification process and grab sampling at the final stages. 
2.7 Chemical tests performed in wastewater treatment 
There are several chemical tests applicable to sewage, wastewater and effluents. The 
requirements of the discharge standards are stipulated in the South African Water Act (1998). 
2.7.1 Oxygen demand 
The concept of oxygen demand is a clear indication that oxygen is vital for wastewater 
treatment and the more oxygen required, the stronger the sewage. Sewage is measured in 
the laboratory through chemical oxygen demand (COD). COD is achieved through heating 
sewage samples with a strong oxidising agent. The process is called refluxing and the boiling 
action breaks down the composition of the sewage in simpler compounds, using the oxygen 
from the oxidising agent. The used oxygen is determined through back titration using ferrous 
ammonium sulphate to measure how much was used. 
2.7.2 Biochemical oxygen demand 
Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) measures the natural bacteria that exists in sewage 
needed to break down complex organic matter under suitable nutrient conditions. The 
procedure comprises a small volume of sewage water added to BOD water (which has 
nutrients with oxygen and allowed to stand for days). Complete oxidation may take 40 - 60 
days, after which the results are closer to COD. Ideally, BOD greater than 60% in five days 
indicates strong biodegradable sewage and BOD lower than 30% indicates low biodegradable 
sewage. 
2.8 Asset management and capacity, management and maintenance guiding 
principles 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) continues to be the leading advocate in applying 
asset management principles in the United States water infrastructure. Applying asset 
management principles requires people who base their decision-making on life-cycle analyses 
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and risk assessment (with reference to condition and critical condition of equipment); this 
includes infrastructure asset valuation effects. 
Part of management’s responsibilities entails planning, design, construction, operation and 
financing wastewater collection systems and collectively, all these responsibilities are 
important to asset management. Managing assets encompasses complex decision-making 
processes that the plant managers must use in their daily duties to know what they should 
prioritise, considering alternatives and optimising their processes with the available resources 
to achieve the organisation’s objectives. [7] Proper asset management assists in raising the 
necessary funds to meet the service expectations of the customers. 
The wastewater sector is known to have adopted an integrated set of processes to reduce the 
life-cycle costs of infrastructure assets, with minimal risks and continuous compliance to 
customer demand. [8] This contradicts the Federal Highway Administration and the American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, understanding asset management 
as a systematic process of maintaining, upgrading and operating physical assets in a cost-
effective manner. [9] The EPA’s development of guideline documents on wastewater 
collection system programmes relating to capacity, management, operations and 
maintenance (CMOM) received popularity in various industries when it comes to asset 
management. [10] 
2.9 Innovations in wastewater 
Many innovations in water and wastewater management systems were developed because of 
the industrial revolution in Europe and the rapid industrialisation in the United States and 
Japan. These innovations are based on public health and environmental protection, in which 
waterborne diseases were the focus point. [11] 
The main reasons for the wide range of water-related communicable diseases is human 
excreta. By the year 2000, the estimated mortality rate attributable to water sanitation-
associated diseases (schistosomiasis, trachoma, intestinal helminth infections) was 
2,213,000, and about one million deaths were attributable to malaria. To overcome water-
related diseases (i.e. waterborne, water-washed, water-based and water-related insect 
vectors), several approaches were proposed, such as conventional sanitation. [12] 
It is evident that deficient wastewater management can yield undesired results that will have 
detrimental effects to the health of the public. Hence, it is of paramount value for ERWAT to 
have a measure prepared to counteract the challenges caused by the increasing population 
and rapid urbanisation. ERWAT already serves 3.6 million people and 2000 industries in its 
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region, with the facilitation for an aerotropolis (a metropolitan sub region where the layout, 
infrastructure and economy centre around an airport, serving as a multimodal airport city 
“commercial core” [13]) in the region. Ekurhuleni will be attractive for industries and individuals. 
ERWAT will bear the pressure of all these changes. 
2.10 Major trends in wastewater developments 
The chronological perspective on the trends of water pollution and control measures in 
developed countries are summarised as follows: 
Table 2: A summary of process improvement since the 19th century 
Era Issues/environmental impacts Counter measures 
Pre-1900s Pathogenic organisms Sewer network 
1910s Organic pollutants from sewage Biological sewage treatment 
plant 
1950s Other organics: pesticides, fat & grease, 
colour, solvents 
Advanced biological and 
chemical treatments 
1970s Eutrophication Nitrogen and phosphorus 
removal in sewage plant 
1980s Odour, taste, colour Membrane technology: 
activated carbon 
1990s Greenhouse gases Biotechnology 
Early 2000s Micro-pollutants, eco-hazard Membrane technology 
 
The above table indicates that innovations in wastewater management system were 
increasing with time and that ERWAT is one of the major beneficiaries of the countermeasures 
already developed. The improvements were initiated because of challenges incurred by 
untreated wastewater; this is a clear indication in identifying areas that needed improvement. 
In the case of ERWAT, one of their major challenges is the energy consumption that their 
processes use for the purification system. 
In the 19th century, pathogenic microorganisms in sewage were the main public health concern 
that resulted in typhoid and cholera in Europe. From 1848 to 1854, John Snow managed to 
indicate the relationship between cholera outbreaks and water supply pollution by sewage. To 
counteract this crisis, sewage was properly collected from where it was generated and 
discharged to water bodies, for example rivers and the sea. Unfortunately, attributable to high 
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sewage loading, the aquatic systems became polluted with organic loading. This was followed 
by sedimentation, then biological wastewater treatment using biofilters to decrease organic 
loading. [14] The trends were based on eutrophication, especially in Europe, requiring nitrogen 
and phosphorous removal in sewage treatment plants. 
In the 21st century, issues of eco-hazards and micro-pollutants (endocrine disrupting 
chemicals (EDCs)) became an area of focus in developed countries. EDCs, such as oestrogen 
mimics and androgen mimics, are detrimental for developing reproductive organs and 
functions. Membrane technology was introduced to curb this. There are various techniques of 
membrane technology. The purpose of this study is to identify techniques that ERWAT 
employs in its processes. It also explores alternative options that can be used to improve the 
way they process wastewater effectively and at low cost. 
The water resources are depleted by an unsustainable global population. This also includes 
the environmental degradation attributable to deficient pollution control, especially in 
developing countries. Several efforts were initiated to conquer this depletion and degradation. 
This includes a centralised hazardous waste treatment and disposal, incineration and sanitary 
landfill for solid and hazardous waste and river rehabilitation schemes. [15] 
The ERWAT MD’s suggestion to regionalise the plants is also an option; this situation was 
successfully used in Malaysia. Another option is to initiate a collaboration between pollution 
prevention and cleaner production of wastewater management facilities with universities, with 
special emphasis on sustainable environmental resources. Such programmes are already 
used in South Africa (the University of Kwazulu-Natal) and in Thailand. [16] 
ERWAT is in collaboration with the University of Johannesburg and Stellenbosch University. 
It will be a better option to intensify this collaboration in utilising the latest technology. 
2.11 Collection systems of waste water in dry and wet weather performance 
Wastewater is simply defined as “water that has mixed substances from households, 
institutions, industries and farms.” Past information reveals that the construction of wastewater 
collection systems was the first instance of engineering. This occurred because of increased 
urbanisation. A classic example is the Cloaca Maxima based in Rome, built during the regime 
of Tarquinius Priscus. [17] In previous centuries, urban areas had non-effective drainage 
systems with an insufficient capacity to remove pollutants from the catchment. This resulted 
in deficient hygienic conditions and large cholera epidemics; the conditions during the Middle 
Ages serve as a good example. 
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In the 19th century, European countries were stricken by cholera epidemics and this led to 
sewer construction. Construction started in the mid-19th century and spread towards 
industrialised areas of the United Kingdom, North Korea and France. By the 20th century, most 
European cities followed suit. 
It is important to know the status of ERWAT’s wastewater collection system. Globally 
developed cities have a well-developed sewer system, including several cities in developing 
countries. Without proper sewer systems, the epidemic terrorising European countries could 
foray developing countries. The collection and conveyance system is the heart of the urban 
drainage system. 
The visibility of the collection system is unclear to the public; instead, the upstream and 
downstream boundaries of the drainage system are clearer to the public. Hence, the public 
observes the importance of the collection systems once it fails and interact with the 
surrounding areas and brings undesired results. This is a contrasting view from an engineer, 
as they consider the need for investments in the wastewater collection infrastructure of vital 
importance. It is this difference in perspective between the two parties that led to a challenge 
in dealing with the awareness of stakeholders to focus on the sewer system to implement 
adequate operational methods of the other parts of the urban drainage system. [18] The 
concept of establishing a cohesion between the public of Ekurhuleni and ERWAT engineers 
might be crucial in resolving the predicament of rapid urbanisation. 
2.12 Types of collection systems 
Collection systems can be classified into two categories, indicating separate collection 
systems and combined collection systems. In a separate collection system, the sanitary 
wastewater from residential areas, industries, institutions and businesses are located 
separately, as illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: A separate sewer system 
 
 
Figure 2: A combined sewer system 
 
Separate systems comprise of two parallel conveyance systems collecting wastewater and 
storm water runoff originating from urban areas. The combined system mixes the two origins 
into one channel. [19] A feature of a combined system is that in all dry weather, the flow from 
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the catchment is taken to the treatment and during rainy weather, part of the storm water is 
taken into treatment alongside the wastewater. If the volume of wastewater and storm water 
runoff exceeds a design value, the excess mixed water flows over into the receiving waters. 
Combined sewer overflow (CSO) structures are located closer to the catchment to receive the 
waters closer by. 
All separate catchments are connected to several drains that are also linked to the wrong 
conveyance systems. Other connector pipes carry wastewater but load to the storm water 
system, and others carry the storm water but drain to the wastewater system. These 
connectors are called false connections. Based on the number of false connections, a 
separate system can change to become a combined system. It is of vital importance that an 
environmental engineer takes false connections into consideration as these might be the main 
influence of pollution loads to be discharged in an untreated state into the receiving water. 
In this study, it is crucial to establish if there are any false connections linked to ERWAT’s 
WWCWs. There are two options to resolve false connections. The first option entails the 
identification of all false connections and properly reconnecting them. This is the most effective 
method, but it is costly, as it includes both the legal and political routes. The second option 
involves treating separate systems with a substantial number of false connections as a 
combined system. [20] 
2.13 Chemical, biological and physical processes in sewers 
The reason behind the removal of storm water and wastewater through a conveyance system 
was to eliminate offending impacts on the urban environment from urban pollutants. This is 
relevant, as pollutants in wastewater cause nuisances, because they become degraded, 
resulting in the formation of harmful degradation products. Through the removal of pollutants 
from the catchment surface, the urban environment will be protected. Unfortunately, the 
microbial degradation of pollutants continues within the conveyance system, affecting the 
conveyance system, the urban environment, the treatment plant and the receiving 
environment. 
The chemical, physical and biological processes keep occurring within the conveyance 
system, resulting in diurnal build up and erosion of sewer sediments that are the prominent 
feature of the physical process. Biological processes involve converting wastewater 
compounds relating to growth and maintenance of biomass. [20] These biological conversions 
affect the quality of wastewater and is crucial in sewer corrosion, odour problems, wastewater 
treatment and CSOs. 
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The biological conversions in the conveyance system strongly interlink. The importance of 
these processes cannot be understood by not knowing the function of other processes. For 
instance, to know if hydrogen sulphide can be formed in a certain gravity sewer, it must first 
be determined if the conditions are anaerobic (i.e. occurs in the absence of both oxygen and 
nitrates). To achieve this, determination of the mass balance of oxygen is necessary, this 
would be re-aeration which include oxygen usage in bulk water, and biofilm must be known 
as well. To establish the extent of re-aeration, the following needs to be established: Sewer 
geometry, temperature, and flow conditions. The content of COD in wastewater must be 
defined to establish the oxygen consumption in bulk water and biofilms. 
Relevant to this study, what mechanism is ERWAT using to get this data and how reliable is 
its source? In this study, the focus is based on the laboratory forming part of supporting 
structures. 
2.13.1 Simulation of sewer processes 
A simulation of sewer processes is performed for the following reasons: The corrosion of pipes 
and structures, odour problems, treatment plant concerns, and receiving water impacts. 
2.13.2 Corrosion and odours 
Corrosion and odours are related to anaerobic conditions and are simply defined as situations 
where there is no oxygen and where no nitrate is available. Under these conditions, sulphate 
is reduced, and fermentation occurs, resulting in both corrosion and odour. This phenomenon 
occurs in one of the following mechanisms: 
 After transport in pressure mains. As wastewater is transported in pressure mains, 
anaerobic processes occur at a rapid pace as there is no aeration. At certain transport 
times, coupled with organic matter concentrations, it allows for large proportions of 
hydrogen sulphide and odour to be produced at relatively low temperature. Downstream 
of the pressure main outlet, especially at points of high turbulence, the hydrogen sulphide 
and other volatile and odorous compounds are stripped from the water phase and once 
they interact with the atmosphere, they result in corrosion and odour problems. 
 In gravity sewers. Odours and corrosion are encountered in some gravity sewer systems. 
This is a result of high temperatures, low velocities, high water depths, large biofilm to 
bulk water ratios, high organic matter concentrations, sediment deposits and stagnant 
wastewater, for example septic tanks. If this type of wastewater is exposed to high 
turbulence, stripping of hydrogen sulphide and odorous compounds occur, resulting in 
corrosion and odour problems. 
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2.14 Aerobic digestion 
Stabilisation during aerobic digestion is brought on by the elimination of degradable organic 
components and decreasing the population by aerobic, biological mechanisms. Aerobic 
digestion is characterised by a suspended growth biological treatment process relating to 
biological theories alike, those of the extended aeration modification of the activated sludge 
process. The purpose of aerobic digestion is similar to those of anaerobic digestion in that 
they also entail the production of stable bio solids through oxidising organisms and other bio 
gradable organics, reducing mass and volume, reducing pathogens and conditioning solids 
for further processing. 
Advantages of the aerobic process in comparison to anaerobic digestion include the 
production of an inoffensive, biological stable product, lower capital costs coupled with easy 
operational control, and a reduction in volatile solids concentrations (less than those found in 
anaerobic digestion). Other advantages include safer operational processes that lead to no 
potential for gas explosion and less possibilities of odour problems, and the discharge of a 
supernatant with a five-day BOD concentration (typically less than those of anaerobic 
process). Lastly, it is less prone to be toxic. 
The disadvantages are that it consumes more power with regards to oxygen transfer. Other 
disadvantages include the reduced efficiency of the process attributable to cold weather, its 
ability to produce a useful by-product (for instance, methane gas from anaerobic digestion), 
and mixed results achieved during mechanical dewatering of aerobically digested solids. The 
origin of conventional aerobic processes go back to 35 years ago. 
2.14.1 Process applications 
Aerobic digestion is applicable to plant design capacities of less than 19 000 mL/day and even 
small plants that use extended aeration activated sludge facilities, both with and without PST. 
In an extended aeration facility, adequate sludge retention times (SRT) are maintained to 
provide aerobic digestion in the aeration systems. This approach becomes inefficient for 
oxygen use, onset cost reduction, and system simplicity that can benefit small systems. 
Aerobic digestion was successfully facilitated in plants with capacities up to 1.89 x 105 m. In 
these facilities, combined primary and biological solids are handled and their oxygen demand 
are greater than those of biological solids waste. Attributable to the high demand of energy 
cost by the aeration system, it is advisable to anaerobically digest primary solids separately 
whilst aerobically digesting biological solids for cost reduction purposes. 
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In situations where disposal methods are not easily available, screenings, grease and 
skimming are treated in aerobic digesters. The streams should contain low inorganic content 
and pass through grinders prior to the addition into the aerobic digestion system. It is however 
possible that, even with thorough grinding and the recombination of stingy material, it might 
result in clogging or the fouling of aeration equipment that could still be a potential problem. 
Grease and skimming are favoured to accumulate as digester scum, unless there are 
measures to counteract these materials in suspension. 
2.14.2 Process theory 
Aerobic digestion is characterised by biological principles of endogenous respiration. 
Endogenous respiration is defined as a process that occurs when the supply of substrate is 
depleted, and microorganisms start to consume their own protoplasm to obtain the required 
energy for cell-maintenance reactions. 
During digestion, cell tissue is oxidised aerobically to carbon dioxide, water, ammonia or 
nitrates. Aerobic oxidation occurs through exothermic reaction and as a result, heat is released 
as a by-product. Theoretically, digestion is expected to reach completion at a provided infinite 
SRT, but only 75 to 80 % of the cell tissue is oxidised. The remaining 20 to 25% are inert 
components and organic compounds that are not biodegradable. The remains after digestion 
are biologically stable owing to the low energy state, hence this process is suitable for various 
disposal options. 
Aerobic digestion entails two steps: The direct oxidation of a biodegradable matter and the 
oxidation of microbial cellular material by organisms. The oxidation of organic matter to cellular 
material is then oxidised to digested bio solids. The process depicted in this equation is a 
typical endogenous respiration and is a predominant reaction in aerobic digesters. To provide 
the need to maintain the endogenous respiration phase, aerobic digestion is typically used to 
stabilise WAS. Longer retention times are required to accommodate metabolism and cellular 
growth that should occur before endogenous respiration conditions are achieved. 
Using the formula C5H7NO2 as a representative of a microorganism’s cell mass (the aerobic 
digestion), the equation represents a system designed to hinder nitrification (attributable to 
oxygen shortage) and nitrogen appears in the form of ammonia. The stoichiometry of a system 
in which nitrification occurs is where nitrogen appears in the form of nitrates. 
Theoretically, 50% of the alkalinity used by nitrification can be recovered by denitrification. If 
it happens, the excessive pH depression becomes a problem (because of alkalinity 
consumption by nitrification). It may be necessary to consider counteracting this problem by 
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periodic denitrification or through the addition of lime. Denitrification is accomplished by 
periodically turning off aerators whilst continuing to mix the digester. 
 During nitrification, the concentration of hydrogen ions is increased by aerobic digestion. As 
a result, the pH decreases if the solids contain insufficient buffering capacity. In the activated 
sludge process, approximately 7 kg of alkalinity is diminished per kilogram of ammonia 
oxidised, resulting in the pH dropping as low as 5.5 during long aeration times, although 
aerobic digestion does not seem to be adversely affected. 
In both Equation 3 and 4, it is indicated that theoretically 5 kg of oxygen is required per 
kilogram of active cell mass in the non-nitrifying system, whilst 2 kg of oxygen per kilogram of 
active cell mass is required when nitrification occurs. The actual oxygen requirements for 
aerobic digestion depend on factors such as operating temperature, the inclusion of primary 
solids and the SRT in the activated sludge system. 
2.14.4 Process design 
This discussion on the design of aerobic digestion is relevant to conventional aerobic systems 
that use operating temperatures between 20 and 30 °C that use air as its oxygen source for 
biological activity. 
Factors controlling the design of the aerobic digestion systems include the desired reduction 
in volatile solids, influent quantities and characteristics, process operating temperature, 
oxygen transfer and mixing requirements, tank volume/detention time, and method system 
operation. 
2.15 The first commercial supercritical water oxidation sludge processing plant 
The final disposal of sludge continues to be a thorn in the flesh of the wastewater industry. 
The measure for control of sludge disposal focusses on the beneficial use based on land 
application. Several agencies and entities recently raised concerns of potential health risks 
relating to sludge disposal through beneficial use. This article introduces the hydrothermal 
oxidation system that provides an alternative method of solving health hazards, induced by 
sludge through a complete conversion of the organic content to simple carbon dioxide, water 
and other innocuous materials. A hydrothermal oxidation uses hydro processing (LLC’s Hydro 
solids process) installed at Harlingen in the Netherlands. 
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2.15.1 Introduction to hydrothermal oxidation 
Wastewater treatment plants primarily aim to remove organic and inorganic content from the 
water and releases the treated water as effluent. The removed contents are known as sludge 
and if their origin is biologically active and are stabilised, they are called bio solids. The 
disposal of this sludge was the centre of attention concerning investigations and hence, 
several regulations were imposed. The Water Environment Federation Manual of Practice 11 
depicts the difficulty and cost associated with the handling and disposal of sludge. It was 
discovered that the construction and operation facilities to manage sludge accounts for 30-
50% of the total capital cost and is 50% greater than half of the operating and maintenance 
costs of a wastewater treatment plant. [21] 
In the United States, the regulation for the disposing sludge falls under 40 CFR 503. These 
regulations are revised in each individual state as they serve the minimum requirements for 
treatment and disposal for all sludge, excluding the amounts disposed of on a landfill or burned 
with other waste incinerators. Monitoring of the disposal of sludge onto landfills is governed 
by code 40 CFR 258 regulations. [22] The 40 CFR 503 regulations are based on reducing 
pathogens and vector attraction in the sludge, with emphasis on sludge used on land. The 
EPA promotes the beneficial use of bio solids. Their interpretation of this beneficial use include 
using bio solids for soil conditioning, as the sludge possesses nutrients. [23] 
Regardless of efforts by the EPA and other entities to ensure the people have less health 
concerns with sludge, there are still issues, such as odours. Twenty per cent of sludge is 
considered for beneficial use and is classified as Class A in accordance with the 40 CRF 503 
regulations. The National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health has issued a Hazard ID 
for employees exposed to Class B sludge in an August 2000 publication. [24] 
The New York Times, published in 2001, confirmed the possible risks of burning sludge with 
coal. Researchers at Cornell University have also published several articles relating to the 
possible risks of sludge (used on land) on the health of the public and they have also discussed 
how regulations do not appear to adequately address issues of human health, agricultural 
productivity and ecological health. [25] Additional problems related to sludge’s land application 
entail limits on metal and salt concentrations in the sludge. Beneficial use demands large 
areas and as a result, it is restricted to densely populated areas. 
2.15.2 Description of hydrothermal oxidation 
Hydrothermal oxidation (HTO) is a process that uses elevated temperatures and pressure to 
completely destroy pathogens in sludge, including the complete conversion of organic content 
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to carbon dioxide, water and other innocuous molecules. As a result, it offers a disposal 
method that is environmentally friendly and ensures human health and safety. It has also 
proven to be cost-effective in comparison to stabilisation/land application and other sludge 
disposal methods. The resulting residue is a combination of clay and silt. The process is 
performed in a standard industrial building away from the public, thus there are less concerns 
regarding odour, sight and the sound of the relevant processes. 
HTO follows a chemical/mechanical procedure that is easy to control by the operator and the 
opposite is true about the biological operation that often encounter process upsets when 
sensitive conditions required for microorganism growth are not met. HTO uses supercritical 
water to achieve a thorough mixing of organic matter and oxygen in a high temperature 
environment to ensure that the conversion of organic content is achieved at retention times of 
20-90 seconds. 
An additional advantage of HTO is, when compared to incineration where the presence of 
water is problematic, the source of water is the waste stream that forms part of the reaction 
medium which participates directly in the reaction, forming free radicals. 
2.16 Control of sludge bulking: Treatment with oxidants 
There are several ways to control sludge bulking in wastewater treatment plants. In this 
treatment, filamentous bacteria are controlled by feeding the return activated sludge with 
chlorine or hydrogen peroxide to specifically kill filamentous microorganisms. Bulking control 
through chlorination is commonly used, thus chlorine is added in the aeration tank or to the 
return activated sludge. [26] 
The chlorine concentration should however be between 10-20 ppm, and above 20 ppm there 
is a possibility of deflocculation and formation of pinpoint flocs. Using chlorine for bulking 
control is swiftly estimated through short-term enzymatic bioassay relating to reducing 
tetrazolium salt by dehydrogenases. [27] 
2.17 Wastewater disinfection 
By definition, disinfection refers to the destruction of microorganisms which has the ability to 
cause diseases if not removed completely. It is the final barrier that protect humans from 
exposure to pathogens that include viruses, bacteria and protozoan parasites. Chlorination is 
the commonly used disinfection technique, but the disadvantage of chlorination is that it can 
lead to toxic or genotoxic by-products that are harmful or fatal to human and animals. There 
was a need to observe alternatives. 
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Additional techniques involve using carbon dioxide and ozone which are effective for 
disinfection. Using these chemicals has the added advantage of offering the oxidation of 
organic matter, iron and manganese, controlling taste, the resolution of odour problems and 
algae growth. 
2.17.1 Factors influencing disinfection 
Several factors control the disinfection of water and wastewater. [28] The disinfection efficacy 
is driven by the chemicals used. These include carbon dioxide and ozone which are stronger 
oxidants in comparison to chlorine. 
2.17.2 Type of microorganism 
There are various microbial pathogens that are resistant to disinfectants. Spore-forming 
bacteria are known to offer more resistance to disinfectants than vegetative bacteria. 
Resistance to disinfectants differs from one bacterium species to another. [29] For instance, 
Legionella pneumophila (the bacteria responsible for Legionnaire’s disease) is more resistant 
to chlorine than E. coli is. [30] 
2.18 Disinfection by chlorination 
In this process, chlorine gas is introduced into the water and hydrolyses in the following 
manner: 
Cl2 + H2O → HOCl + H+ + Cl-  Equation 1 
Hypochlorous acid further dissolves in water to create the following: 
HOCl ↔ H+ + OCl-  Equation 2 
The proportion of HOCl and OCl- is profoundly dependent on the pH of water. Chlorine 
expressed as HOCl or OCl- is defined as free chlorine. HOCl reacts with ammonia and 
inorganic nitrogen compounds to produce chloramines. 
2.18.1 Disinfection by chloramination 
This technique employs chloramine instead of chlorine. It was employed in the Denver Water 
Department in the United States for over 70 years for its wastewater treatment. [31] The 
process is known to effectively control biofilm microorganisms, as they interact poorly with 
capsular polysaccharides. 
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2.18.2 Disinfection by chlorine dioxide 
This technique does not form trihalomethanes (THMs) or react with ammonia to form 
chloramines. This is because chlorine dioxide cannot be stored in a compressed tank, thus it 
must be generated on site. ClO2 (chlorine dioxide) is formed the treating of chlorine gas with 
sodium chlorite: 
2NaClO2 + Cl2 → 2ClO2 + 2NaCl  Equation 3 
ClO2 in alkaline solutions produces chlorite and chlorate: 
2ClO2 + 2OH- → ClO2- + ClO3- + H2O  Equation 4 
To eliminate THM formation, ClO2 is used as a preoxidant and a primary disinfectant, followed 
by the addition of chlorine to maintain a residual. [32] 
2.18.3 Disinfection by ozone 
Ozone is produced by passing dried air between electrodes, separated by an air divergence 
and di-electric material. An alternating current with a voltage ranging from 8 000 to 20 000 V 
is then applied to disinfect the water. The process was initially introduced as a strong oxidising 
agent to remove taste, colour and odour. Its effectiveness as a disinfectant does not depend 
on pH levels and does not interact with ammonia. Its disadvantage is the cost related to the 
mechanism conducting this process’ construction and maintenance. 
2.18.4 UV disinfection 
The UV disinfection process provides economical effectiveness based on non-producing toxic 
by-products as compared to chlorination. The only disadvantage is the difficulty in measuring 
the UV dose necessary to accurately disinfect the wastewater effluents. Advantages of this 
technique are summarised as follows: 
 No formation of carcinogenic or toxic by-products. 
 No taste and odour problems. 
 No need to handle and store toxic chemicals. 
 Small space required by UV units. 
2.19 Rotating belt filtration for the removal of suspended solids and organics 
Rotating belt filtration (RBF) is a technology designed to remove suspended solids and organic 
matter from wastewater. The process is further enhanced by adding polymer on its upstream, 
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resulting in drastically reducing suspended solids and organic contents. The technique offers 
several advantages, stated as follows: 
 Compact footprint. 
 Reduced civil engineering site work. 
 Modular construction permitting reduced design work. 
 Faster installations. 
 Easier plant expansions. 
 Reduced capital and operational costs. 
 Energy saving. 
RBF can remove 50% of the incoming total suspended solids (TSS) before the biological 
aerated tank. A significant decrease in power consumption (ranging from 22% to 28%) is 
expected when compared to the primary sedimentation tank. [33] 
2.20 Applying the membrane bioreactor technology in wastewater treatment 
Membrane Bioreactors (MBRs) is one possible solution to the global water scarcity problem. 
This technology existed in the 1960’s but was not used extensively, attributable to its 
expensiveness in that period. [34] MBR’s usage is now coming to light as it produces an 
improved quality membrane at an affordable price; it is also currently used because of the 
ever-escalating costs pertaining to operational and maintenance of conventional treatments. 
2.20.1 Justification for the need of a membrane bioreactor technology 
The availability of fresh water cannot be guaranteed soon. A need exists for improved water 
quality to maintain and support the growing population. Developing countries already 
experience the impact of fresh water scarcity which strongly affects clean drinking water and 
water needed for irrigation. Parts of Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, the Middle East and the 
southwest region of the United States are amongst the places known to be struggling with this 
problem. [35] Applying membrane bioreactors for wastewater treatment is suggested as a 
possible solution. 
Effluent from MBR improved quality with a smaller, automated treatment process can thus be 
used to supplement the water supply as it indicated to exceed the drinking water regulations. 
MBR provides benefits to biological treatment with a physical barrier separation in comparison 
to conventional treatment processes. 
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2.20.2 Membrane characteristics 
There are six commercially known membrane separation processes, namely: Microfiltration 
(MF), ultrafiltration, nanofiltration (NF), Reverse Osmosis (RO), Dialysis, and Electrodialysis 
(ED). They are categorised according to the following factors: Separation size and 
mechanism, membrane material and configuration, and separation driving forces. The fluid 
that passes through the membrane is called permeate, and the flow retained is known as the 
retentate. [36] 
2.20.3 Comparison of the membrane bioreactor to conventional wastewater 
treatment 
The development of the MBR technology dealt away with large clarification basins employed 
in the conventional process. This is achieved with a membrane train, replacing the traditional 
settling basin in the conventional system. Another advantage of the MBR technology lies within 
the complete physical retention of the suspended solids from the permeate, whereas the 
conventional activated sludge treatment system was dependent on the settling attributes of 
the biomass in the effluent. This requires developing well-settling bacteria that brings 
difficulties pertaining to maintenance and may not be the ideal bacteria for treating the 
wastewater. 
The MBR system prevents the loss of biomass, eliminates the need for settling biomass and 
allows waste-specific biomass to develop. [37] Conventional systems are restricted to solids 
in concentrations of 5 g/L or less, attributable to disturbances experienced during solids 
settling. The MBR system can handle solid concentrations between 5-25 g/L, allowing longer 
solid retention times within a reduced foot print. [38] The MBR system also permits the 
complete separation of hydraulic solid retention times, enabling adequate process control and 
adjustment. 
2.20.4 Substrates and solids removal by the MBR system 
The MBR system offers full removal of suspended solids from the effluent. It can also treat 
effluent with a high content of COD and BOD loads of 13 000 mg/L and 6 500 mg/L. 
2.20.5 Nutrient removal 
The MBR system operates under aerobic conditions as air bubbles are used to clean 
membrane fibres. It is profoundly dependent on heterotrophic bacteria for BOD and COD 
removal. The aeration rate of the MBR system is closely monitored by the air flow required to 
clean the membranes. Because of the high aeration rate in the membrane tanks, the dissolved 
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oxygen concentration of the return flow can reach 6 mg/L [39]. The high level of dissolved 
oxygen concentrations may create unfavourable conditions to the denitrification that requires 
anoxic conditions to proceed. Denitrification is accomplished by creating anoxic zones within 
the bioreactor basin. Proper care is needed to prevent the intake of air within the recycle 
streams. The design must be compiled carefully to ensure that nitrate and oxygen do not 
interfere with the anaerobic zone. Phosphate removal is achieved by absorbing iron with the 
addition of a ferric chloride coagulant. 
2.20.6 Solids management 
MBR systems are designed with SRTs, ranging from five to 30 days. The biomass production 
is half of the conventional system, attributable to prolonged sludge ages and a low F/M ratio. 
Over time, the biomass concentration in the tank reaches a steady state without wasting 
sludge, although periodic sludge wasting occurs to remove grit and inorganic solids. 
2.20.7 Financing mechanism of wastewater facilities derived from Public 
Partnership 
Good lessons on ways to finance the public sector came through a collaboration between 
Prince Geoge’s County, Maryland and Corvias in addressing regulatory requirements in the 
application of private sector resources. The County’s purpose is to fulfil Municipal Separate 
Storm Sewer System permit requirements while igniting local growth and creating job 
opportunities through holistic view and approach. There are also studies that focuses on 
“Planning, Design, Construction, Operations and Successes for Community based Public 
Private Partnership. The control of all stages of the asset life cycle, combination of the full 
program plan for infrastructure and substitution result in reduced cost of 30 to 40 % in 
comparison to traditional methods of run to failure mode. This mechanism runs of the long 
term agreement of both operation and maintenance procedures. 
2.21 Suitability of Membrane-Bioreactor Waste water treatment when considering 
water recycle/reuse 
A large petrochemical facility expansion completed in 2018 in Louisiana to produce 1,500,000 
metric tons a year of ethylene including ethylene derivatives. In the early stage of construction 
the owner gave a task to entail a suitable technology to purify wastewater in order to reuse 
the final effluent in the production processes. Two alternatives were considered for this 
purpose namely Membrane-Bioreactor (MBR) and Conventional Activated Sludge (CAS). The 
CAS was eliminated based on the following reasons: lack of robust in relation to process 
upsets, sensitivity to bio-mass characteristic’s and requires greater plot space. 
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The MBR has the following qualities : Less sensitive than CAS due to high MLSS with sludge 
age of 20 days, easy maintenance based on replacing the membranes periodically over 5 to 
10 years, enables future expansion and capable of producing treated effluent free of 
suspended solids. [40] 
2.22 Discovering success in maintenance through implementation of predictive 
maintenance program 
The Inland Empire Utilities Agency (IEUA) which is a water district municipality based in the 
San Bernardino County, California. Its mission is to supply imported drinking water and purify 
wastewater while producing reusable compost. The maintenance department of IEUA is 
responsible for routine maintenance and reliability of facilities in the Agency. To improve the 
asset reliability, the maintenance department take advantage of technological advancement 
to take cost effective decisions. The data derived from these technologies is used to determine 
maintenance requirement of an asset. This procedure has proven to reduce the downtime and 
increase the availability of important assets through predetermining key failure modes and 
defects in the system. 
2.22.1 Reactive mentality 
Reactive maintenance is known to be less efficient, costly and gives undesirable results. The 
facility used run-to-failure mode of maintenance, the bigger the repair and bigger sense of 
accomplishment. Focusing on a proactive proves to reduce frequency of overtime and reactive 
mode is suitable for a facility with reductant capacity. 
 
2.22 Conclusion of literature review analysis 
The best global practices for purifying wastewater entails knowledge and comprehension of 
asset management by plant operators. This includes correctly applying sampling techniques 
and laboratory testing, and also comprises chemical testing (such as COD), suspended solids, 
and microbiological testing. The biological nutrient removal may follow the activated sludge 
process or suitable biofilter techniques in defeating the enormous organic waste matter 
dominant in wastewater. Technological development, such as rotating belt filtration, MBR and 
the Hybrid Activated Sludge process were crucial in simplifying the purification process with 
an increased organic loading. The following section presents procedural and technological 
improvements that ERWAT employs. The information derived from the data is used to perform 
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a divergence analysis, guiding the study to identify areas to enhance the effort of ERWAT to 
become one of the best preferred wastewater facilities globally. 
In the last section of the literature review, the idea of raising funds through Public Private 
Partnership came to light as an effective way to finance projects in the wastewater facility. 
The Membrane Bioreactor is suitable for treatment in which its final effluent is intended for 
reuse as compared to Conventional Activated sludge process that is known to be less 
sensitive to biomass.  
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Research strategy 
This section defines how a framework of qualitative research alternatives is constructed. It is 
subsequently utilised to define the research strategy in answering the research question, 
endeavouring to identify methods to ensure adaptations to the plants that will make ERWAT’s 
WWCW the best performing wastewater facility globally. The construction and use of the 
framework is accepted to ensure that all pertinent research alternatives are considered, 
indicating the research paradigm, approach, methodology and data collection methods. The 
link to the research question is assessed, employing the most appropriate combination of 
research paradigm, approach, methodology and data collection. 
The constructed framework comprises a series of top-down tiers (research paradigm, 
approach, methodology and data collection methods), underpinned through unit analyses, role 
of the researcher, ethics and quality of the research. An individual tier consists of a selection 
of relevant research alternatives or paradigms (positivist, realist, interpretivist, constructivist); 
approaches, materialising through inductive and deductive approaches; methodologies 
emerge through ethnography, grounded theory, case study and research action. Data 
collection methods are categorised into individual and group meetings, workshops and 
reference literature. 
The resulting research strategy is followed by a realist paradigm benefitting from inductive and 
deductive approaches to establish a realistic research methodology. Data collection is attained 
through combining results from individual and group meetings, group workshops and 
references to literature. This research strategy answers the question of improving ERWAT’s 
performance through aligning global best practices in purification processes to include 
identified divergences in the processes and systems. 
3.2  Defining the research strategy framework 
The first step is to observe a ‘top down’ view in constructing a research strategy. It is necessary 
to decide whether to peruse a predominantly qualitative or quantitative approach. A study can 
generally be classified into two main components, indicating quantitative and qualitative 
research. [40] The assumption is that it is not necessary to specify whether the approach is 
qualitative or quantitative, as these approaches reach a mutual goal of comprehending 
evidence and reaching a concrete conclusion. [41] 
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3.3  The framework 
Considering the qualitative approach to research as an open-ended management study, the 
research is prepared for uncertain, emergent and complicated equivalent management 
concerns. [42] To understand the most effective strategy, all available options need to be 
explored. [43] 
3.4 Research paradigms 
A research paradigm creates the overarching framework explaining the approach in 
developing knowledge and adopting a top-down view of research alternatives. The three most 
frequently encountered research paradigms are: Positivism; realism and interpretivism. [44] 
Other paradigms include: Symbolic interactions, critical theory, Idealism, ethnomethodology 
and phenomenology. [45] 
The following factors are applied in this study: Positivism, which can identify factors improving 
ERWAT processes as ideas derived from the literature review, indicating realism that there 
are areas to improve on the facility under study, and interpretivism as the new identified 
globally best principles. These are interpreted to determine their effect on the improved 
performance of ERWAT. 
3.5 Research approaches 
There are two most commonly known research approaches: The deductive and the inductive 
approaches. Both comprise of data collection steps, including theory development. The 
deductive approach is theory-driven. Conversely, the inductive approached is driven by data. 
[46] 
A prerequisite for deductive approach is the initial development of a hypothesis, validated by 
data collection. The deductive approach is best suited for a research topic that is rich in 
literature review, utilised as the foundation for validating the theoretical proposition. This is an 
ideal approach for the purpose of this study. 
There is evidence of deterioration in the infrastructure of the wastewater plants from the 
emphasised problem statement. If allowed to continue treating wastewater, it will be extremely 
expensive. This will affect how the field of wastewater purification is perceived. This paradigm 
shift raised three challenges: How to effectively optimise and modify the deteriorating 
infrastructure; how to upgrade or improve the relevant practice and finally, how to utilise limited 
resources effectively. This study aims to improve the performance of the wastewater facility 
through assessing the employed processes. These processes indicate asset management 
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and management style, comparing the aforementioned aspects with globally applied 
principles. 
A conventional treatment of industrial and domestic wastewater entails the generation of semi-
liquid solids. The solids are mostly water by weight (approx. 98% before any processing) but 
the solids have several constituents of particular interest, namely organic content, nutrients, 
pathogens and heavy metals. [47] Sludge production brings a challenge from a plant 
operations stand-point, as it is perpetually generated and should be processed constantly and 
be disposed. Progressing, including long-term sustainability of wastewater purification 
improvement and sludge-handling procedure, enhances the stakeholder involvement. 
Stakeholders include owners, operators and regulators. 
Globally, wastewater facilities realised that the available purification process innovation and 
innovative technology renders it simple to produce effluent of a decent quality. The study aims 
to benchmark the globally best practice in sludge management in comparison to the facility 
under study to determine the best approach that can be adapted to improve the performance. 
This type of practice can supply owners and operators with tools to evaluate their respective 
plant’s performance, scope of operation and to take informed decisions based on the results. 
Studies done prior to benchmarking of wastewater treatment operations focussed solely on 
improving processes, disregarding sludge management.  
3.6 Research methodologies 
Qualitative research is defined by several methodologies. The three main elements identified 
are: Ethnography, action research and case study with the grounded theory interfacing 
through the three elements. 
Case study research is defined as a strategy of performing research that entails an empirical 
investigation of a certain contemporary phenomenon within its actual context, using multiple 
sources of evidence. The second attribute of this approach is that it provides the methodology 
necessary to observe and describe the contemporary events that cannot be controlled. In this 
study, ERWAT wastewater treatment plants are the case studies that this research mainly 
focusses on. 
3.7 Data collection methods 
A mixed method approach is used to conduct this case study. This approach is based on 
interview sessions, a critical review of the relevant literature, and observation. The research 
design is based on quantitative and qualitative approaches regarding collecting and analysing 
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data. These approaches enable the researchers to obtain patterns in the data which allow for 
expert opinions on the best practices for wastewater purification. These approaches are 
sufficient for executing this research objective, because they enable the study to have a 
comprehensive understanding of how to enhance wastewater treatment processes, 
management, and wastewater system facilities. 
This research focusses on enhancing critical wastewater protocols, including purification 
processes, management style, innovation and technology, and sludge-handling. The best 
global practices for wastewater purification is used as reference and guide to enhance the 
performance of the wastewater sites of ERWAT. The qualitative side of the approach utilises 
open-ended interviews to collect a comprehensive amount of data based on the topic under 
investigation. A synopsis of the question categories to be used includes: 
 Educational background roles in the company. 
 Training received. 
 Biological nutrient removal process employed. 
 Procurement of capital expenditures. 
 Designated functions of employees in asset management. 
A template is developed that encompasses the questions to be asked to the ERWAT works 
manager (also referred to as a plant manager) and justification of the relevancy to this study, 
with reference to literature derived from globally best practices in wastewater purification. The 
template for the questions in the questionnaire to be used in the interview session is indicated 
below: 
Table 3: A template of questionnaires for interview session 
Questionnaires Justification 
1. What is your qualification? Education is important, mainly because the 
manager assumes the following roles: 
planning, organising, leading, controlling 
and reviewing. It will be difficult for the 
manager to perform his/her duties without a 
proper education. 
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2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do you 
manage? 
The 19 ERWAT WWTPs are different sizes, 
designs and ages. As a result, the 
infrastructure is not the same. 
3. Which Biological nutrient removal process 
does the plant you manage employ? 
There are various technologies that are used 
for biological nutrient removal. This includes 
the application of a Biofilter process or 
activated sludge process, both with different 
configurations. To determine the suitable 
modifications to bring optimal results, it is 
important to know which technique is 
currently employed in each ERWAT WWTP. 
4. Do you have a defined job description? A job description sets out exactly what needs 
to be performed. It also forms the basis of 
conducting performance appraisals. For the 
purpose of this study, it is essential to 
understand what is included in the 
manager’s job description to clearly identify 
if the job description addresses what needs 
to be achieved. 
5. Do you understand your job description? As mentioned above, the job description 
forms the basis of conducting performance 
appraisals which will determine areas that 
need improvement to address shortcomings 
as they arise. 
6. Do you attend all training for all duties 
specified in your job description? 
Training is classified into two: one entails 
learning or attaining expertise of the task, 
and theoretical background. 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
Asset management is defined as a 
systematic method to control and use an 
asset over its life cycle. [50] Part of 
management’s responsibilities entails 
planning, design, construction, operation 
and financing wastewater collection systems 
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and collectively, all these responsibilities are 
important to asset management. Managing 
assets encompasses complex decision-
making processes that the plant managers 
must use in their daily duties to know what 
they should prioritise, considering 
alternatives and optimising their processes 
with the available resources to achieve the 
organisation’s objectives. [7] A proper asset 
manager assists in raising the necessary 
funds to meet the service expectations of the 
customers. 
8. Does your plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
utilise? 
There are two types of maintenance that 
have been documented in literature, namely: 
Predictive maintenance procedure and 
reactive maintenance technique (defined as 
run to failure mode). [51] For the purpose of 
this study, it is important to determine 
maintenance model that the ERWAT WWTP 
is applying. 
9. What is the ratio of new recruits against 
older, experienced employees in the plant 
you are managing? 
The water sector is facing the retirement of 
the baby boomer generation and find 
themselves in a demographic challenge. [51] 
There is a need to fast track training to the 
new recruits but it tends to be a challenge, 
as a limited number of managers tolerate a 
small portion of mistakes to provide the 
much needed experience. In this context, 
new recruits are employees with 5 years’ 
experience and below, 5 years and above 
are regarded as experienced employees. 
10. Do you keep records? Records are important to keep in a WWTP, 
based on the following reasons: 
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 Operation: It is easy for the process 
controller to operate the WWTP when the 
layout, process flow, size, attributes and 
history of the WWTP are known, as these 
records show the overall efficiency of the 
treatment process. Records of the 
effluent quality are obtained from the 
laboratory. 
 Planning: Records assist in keeping track 
of the sewage flows and strength, as well 
as the behaviour of the works pertaining 
to various loads. 
 Records also play a pivotal role in prompt 
maintenance and repair of plant 
equipment, costing and research. 
11. What records do you keep? Ideally, the following records should be kept 
in a WWTP: Design parameters, daily log, 
weekly and monthly reports, laboratory 
records, flow records, performance records 
(that includes influent flow, hydraulic loading, 
organic loading, sludge age, sludge blanket 
level, sludge settling ability, suspended 
solids, return sludge flow, waste sludge 
quantity, chemical dosage and digester gas 
production), maintenance records, 
accounting records, and emergency 
records. 
12. How do you dispose of your WWTP 
sludge? 
In conventional treatments of municipal 
wastewater, semi-liquid sludge is 
continuously generated. The solids in the 
sludge mainly comprises organic content, 
pathogens, and heavy metals. [52] Sludge 
generation is problematic, therefore it should 
be regularly processed and disposed of. 
There are various methods of disposing 
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sludge which includes sludge burial, 
disposal onto land and converting sludge 
into compost (used for agricultural 
purposes), depending heavily on the sludge 
quality. 
 
The approach includes a detailed examination of the relevant literature and observation of the 
ERWAT facility. This ensures a comprehensive investigation and collection of information of 
the ERWAT facilities, alongside global best practice benchmarks relative to wastewater 
purification and distribution. Data is collected on maintenance procedures, asset management 
systems, training measures facilitated, and timeline for the completion of projects. Essential 
information about the ERWAT facility was accessed through the company’s intranet with 
express permission (in writing) obtained from the ERWAT facility’s managing director. 
This research used for the quantitative side of the approach was non-random sampling and 
non-probability (purposive) sampling techniques as data. The non-random sampling technique 
was adapted to sample selected managers that participated in the survey. This approach 
sought information on the managers’ training record, competency and understanding of 
managing the ERWAT facility. The probability non-random sampling technique was mostly 
used where employees did not have a 50/50 chance of being chosen to participate in the 
survey. All plant managers present at ERWAT participated in the non-random sampling data 
collection. The non-probability (purposive) sampling technique was conducted with three 
ERWAT district managers to establish maintenance procedures, project completion timelines 
and the sludge disposal process. 
In this research, the interviews were executed through emails and telephone calls. The 
interview questions were structured for the researchers to collect detailed information from the 
respondents relative to the ERWAT facility objectives and designated management functions. 
3.8 A summary of the research design 
Upon creating a relevant and informative set of questions to be used in the interview, the next 
step is to analyse the responses of the interviewees that participated in the interview session 
to establish: What is the common denominators amongst the ERWAT WWTPs, how highly is 
ERWAT as an organisation regarded as a globally best practice facility in wastewater 
purification, and how to close the identified gaps. The final step entails recommendations to 
be made in order to achieve the objectives of this study.  
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The responses from the interview sessions of the 19 WWCWs is analysed and discussed in 
the first section. The responses for each work manager are recorded in a structured document 
that include the name of the plant for the respective works managers, including the works 
manager’s names and surnames. These records are attached to this thesis as appendices 2A 
to 2W. The next subsection involves the status quo of the individual processes that the 
ERWAT WWTP employs and areas that can be improved by applying globally best practices. 
4.1 Analysis and discussion of the results attained from the interview sessions: 
4.1.1 Educational requirements for wastewater care works managers 
A typical requirement for an entry level managerial position in wastewater treatment plant is a 
post-matric diploma or a degree in a water treatment related course. The educational 
curriculum in this field is based on water analysis and treatment procedures. Ideally, a 
leadership training coupled with communication is suitable for this position. [53] The 
information extracted from the interview sessions regarding qualification revealed that the 
minimum education requirement is a National Diploma and the relevant courses include 
chemical engineering, water care and hydrology. A national diploma in chemical engineering 
is the dominant qualification with seven WWCW managers out of 19, followed by bachelor of 
technology with six WWCW managers holding this qualification. Data is summarised in the 
table below with a graphical presentation in Figure ##.  
Table 4: Qualifications for ERWAT works manager 
 
 
Qualification Count of No.
Bsc. Chemical engineering 1
Bsc. Hydrology 1
B-Tech (Water care) 1
Btech Chemical engineering 6
Btech Water care 1
Hons. Chemical engineering 1
N.Dip Chemical engineering 7
N.Dip Water Care 1
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Figure 3: A chart for ERWAT works manager’s qualification 
 
On the basis of educational requirements, the facility under this study is covered in comparison 
to the globally accepted educational minimum requirements, as the facility requires a post 
matric diploma for an employee to qualify to be a WWTP works manager. There is still 
unfortunately an area of improvement for the organisation for the managers with national 
diplomas to study further to a postgraduate degree that encompasses leadership training and 
communication skills, since such a scope is not completely covered on the diploma level. 
4.1.2 Management competence 
The role of management in a wastewater treatment facility entails five major process, namely: 
Planning, organising, leading, controlling and reviewing. These five components are cyclic in 
nature, because after coming up with a plan, the next is to review what needs to be achieved, 
and assessing whether the targeted outcomes are being attained. 
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Figure 4: The cyclic relationship of this management process 
 
In the interview sessions, questions 5 and 6 establishes whether the works managers of 
ERWAT understand their roles and if they have been provided with correct guidelines in the 
form of a job description to follow, as well as their understanding of the contents of the job 
description. All 19 works managers that were interviewed acknowledged that they do have the 
defined job descriptions and understand the contents of these job descriptions.  
Upon establishing the existence of job descriptions, the next step is to have a look at the 
relevancy of the current job descriptions and align them with globally best practices principles.  
According to the facility under study’s job description, the duties of the ERWAT works manager 
are to ensure sufficient workforce, compliance of the effluent quality to the DWS criteria, 
adherence to maintenance programmes and assisting in the budgetary requirements. Ideally, 
the job description of the works manager entails managing the treatment, distribution and daily 
operations of water treatment facilities, as well as the supervision of the workforce, instituting 
treatment facility policies and directing training programmes. The maintenance of a safe work 
environment and ensuring that the equipment is functioning correctly are also part of the work 
manager’s job description. [53] There are only two functions lacking from the ERWAT job 
description: The involvement of the works manager into directing the training programmes to 
the work force, ensuring completion of performance appraisal, and ensuring proper functioning 
of equipment in the plant 
Planning
organising
leadingControlling
Reviewing
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4.1.3 Training 
Training is classified into two categories, namely: learning or attaining knowledge of the task 
encompassing theoretical background and secondly, obtaining the skill to perform the task 
and subsequently having the ability to transfer knowledge to others. 
The data collected from the interview sessions with reference to training at ERWAT indicate 
that all the works managers are exposed to the second part of the training i.e. attaining skill to 
perform tasks. To improve, ERWAT management must consider investing in training that 
include theoretical background on wastewater treatment processes and standardise this 
throughout the 19 wastewater facilities. 
4.1.4 Asset management 
Enough evidence has surfaced from many case studies and articles which demonstrate that 
a reactive maintenance model is inefficient, expensive and yield undesirable results. ERWAT 
is currently operating on a run-to failure model of maintenance due to the lack of maintenance 
programmed, as revealed in the interview results.  
Part of management’s responsibilities entails planning, design, construction, operation and 
financing wastewater collection systems and collectively, all these responsibilities are 
important to asset management. Managing assets encompasses complex decision-making 
processes that the plant managers must use in their daily duties to know what they should 
prioritise, considering alternatives and optimising their processes with the available resources 
to achieve the organisation’s objectives. [7] A proper asset manager assists in raising the 
necessary funds to meet the service expectations of the customers. ERWAT works managers 
are not actively participating in asset management. 
4.1.5 Ageing workforce 
In this context, ageing workforce also referred to as old employees  are the workforce who are 
above 50 years old with minimum experience of 20 years in wastewater treatment skills and 
new employees are taken as workers above 23 years old with maximum of 5years or less in 
wastewater treatment skills. Modern businesses encountered with the retirement of 
experienced employees, resulting in demographic challenges. Due to the focus of the great 
recession of 2008 and economic downturn caused many organisations to be on short-term 
survival mode, paying less attention to long term preparation. [51] The wastewater treatment 
sector is no exception to this problem and are exposed to challenges of losing experienced 
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employees as they retire. This factor is also evident at the ERWAT wastewater facility as the 
ratio of skilled employees to new employees yields the following: 
Table 6: Comparison of number old employees against new employees in ERWAT 
 
Figure 5: A comparison chart of old employees against new employees 
 
Plant name old employees New employees
Ancor 9 23
Benoni 4 11
H.Bickley 11 23
Daveton 9 26
Dekema 8 20
Estherpark 3 6
Grundligh 6 14
Hartebees. 7 21
Heidelberg 7 14
JP Marais 7 13
Jan Smuts 4 15
Olifants 9 24
Ratanda 8 15
Rondebult 8 14
Rynfield 7 13
Tsakane 6 17
Vlakplaats 12 26
Welgedaght 13 25
Watervaal 14 32
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Often when experienced employees exit into retirement, it becomes difficult to obtain the 
replacement of good quality workers, due to lack of experience. Obtaining the required 
experience rapidly is difficult to achieve. A solution is to have a continuous time investment in 
new employees to execute efficient training programmes. Investing more time in providing 
quality training is of paramount value to attain sufficient skills sets in modern businesses. 
4.1.6 Keeping of records in wastewater treatment plants 
Keeping records of all components of construction, operation and maintenance of wastewater 
treatment facilities are important because of the following: 
 Operation: The works manager can run the works successfully on the provision that the 
layout, process flow, size, characteristics and history of all parts are known. Availability of 
these records indicates the overall efficiency of the treatment process and records of the 
effluent quality reflect how the treatment works is complying with regulations. 
 Planning: It is important to know the trends on sewage flows, strengths and behaviour of 
the treatment facility which are defined by changing loads. These records play a pivotal 
role in accurately planning for future construction and also assists in diagnosing problems 
before they become critical. 
 Maintenance: Keeping maintenance assists in servicing plant equipment promptly and 
also reduces mechanical breakdowns and down time. 
 Costing: Records detailing the work completed, by whom and how much was used on 
materials helps in controlling the budgeting expenses. 
These are types of useful records to keep, namely: Design parameters, daily log, weekly and 
monthly records, laboratory records, flow records, performance records (which entail: Influent 
flow, hydraulic loading, organic loading, sludge age, sludge blanket level, sludge settling 
ability, suspended solids, return sludge flow, waste sludge quantity, chemical dosages and 
digester gas production) and emergency records. [73] Results from the interview sessions 
show the ERWAT treatment facilities only keep three types of records, namely: laboratory 
records, daily log and flow records which are not sufficient.  
4.1.7  Sludge disposal 
In the conventional treatment of municipal wastewater, semi-liquid sludge is continuously 
generated. The solids in the sludge mainly contain organic contents, pathogens, and heavy 
metals. [52] Sludge generation is problematic; therefore, it should be regularly processed and 
disposed of. There are various  sludge which include sludge burial, disposal onto land and 
converting sludge into compost (used for agricultural purpose), depending heavily on the 
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sludge quality. Only three out of the 19 ERWAT treatment facilities treat the sludge further by 
using filter belt press technology (to be used for agricultural purposes); the other works 
perform sludge burial in a designated area at each plant. The results are graphically 
represented as follows: 
Figure 6: Pie chart for sludge disposal techniques at ERWAT 
 
Upon completion of the discussion and analysis of the results obtained from the interview 
sessions, the next section focusses on the processes and techniques currently employed by 
the facility under study and also suggest areas of improvement. The information regarding 
techniques currently used by the facility under scrutiny is derived from design parameters 
available on the company’s intranet 
 
4.2 Waste water treatment works/processes 
4.2.1 Inlet works 
The effluent entering the inlet works contains large and small debris from industrial and 
domestic areas. Mechanical screens, such as the coarse screen, trap large materials. The 
coarse screen is comprised of large bars that transport the materials to the conveyor belt, 
conveying material solids into a trailer. 
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4.2.2 De-gritter process 
Effluent flows from the coarse screen into the degritter. Compressors fill saturation tanks with 
air and transfer the air from the saturation tanks into the degritter. Air (mixed with water and 
grit) are removed from the degritter by the pressure of the mixture. Grit is transferred in the 
pipeline to the classifier by blowers to the waste trailer or bin where it is transported by the 
trailers to the disposal areas. Water that was separated from the mixture goes to the inlet 
works. 
4.2.3 Fine screen 
The effluent from the degritter flows into the fine screen, trapping small materials or objects to 
the conveyor belt. The materials or screenings are then conveyed to the bin. The materials 
are then transported to the disposal areas. 
4.2.4 Balancing dam/ emergency dam 
The dam is automatically operated and has a capacity of 10 ML. There are eight mixers all 
running on auto with a mixing capacity of 10 W/m3, two screw pumps (one on duty and another 
on standby) with a variable speed of 37 kW The balancing / emergency dam at this plant is 
used to store water in case there is high inflow and shortage of effluent. 
4.2.5 Division box 
Effluent from the degritter, before it flows into the treatment units, is measured by the Venturi 
flow metre (this is used to measure the flow into the works), which also divide the flow 
proportionally between units or modules. The weir is operated automatically to control the flow. 
4.2.6 Challenges and solution under this section 
Grit accumulation in the channels, excessive grit in primary sludge and the low recovery rate 
of grit are some of the underlying problems that ERWAT encounters. These problems result 
in a strong odour during the summer months. The mechanical screens failure is also common. 
The best practices in wastewater facilities predicts the probable cause of grit accumulation in 
channels; it is because of the grit scraper system operating at a slow speed. Increasing the 
speed of the grit scraper system can readily solve this problem. 
The excessive grit in primary sludge occurs in the hydraulically overloaded grit channel, 
resulting in bottom scour. This can be corrected by maintaining the flow velocity closer to 
0.3 m.s-1 or increasing the retention time by using more channels. The low recovery rate is a 
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result of broken or worn chain-and-flight scraper systems, or the grit withdrawal system from 
collection sump operating at low speed. These can be resolved by repairing the affected 
equipment or increasing the speed of the grit withdrawal system from sump. The odour 
problem may be caused by unwashed grit; it is advisable to wash the grit at regular scheduled 
intervals. 
4.3 Primary settling tank: challenges and solutions 
The effluent is divided into PSTs, according to its modules. The PST’s layout is categorised 
according to the first layer, which is scum/oil, grease and other liquid with a lower gravity level. 
The second layer is the supernatant, which is water. The last layer is the sludge or solids, 
characterised by a higher-level gravity. This is the process whereby water is separated from 
solid materials and removed by the scraper as a raw sludge to the sump. 
When a liquid, containing mostly organic solids in suspension, is placed in a relatively dormant 
state, those solids (having a higher-level of gravity than the liquid) will tend to settle, and those 
with a lower level of gravity will float. The settled material as mentioned above is withdrawn 
from the base of the PST as underflow or primary (raw) sludge. The floating materials are 
scrapped from the surface of the PST as a scum and sent to the sump. 
The following section provides guidelines for WWCW operators for proper grit removal, 
monitoring if the grit washers are effectively removing the organics from grit, evaluating the 
efficiency of the grit process by comparing the actual volume of grit collected during the shift 
with past records, and measuring the velocity of the wastewater flow. Certain factors are 
supported, such as ensuring grit is collected and routinely removed according to the disposal 
schedule, maintaining clean working conditions in the grit area and malfunctioning equipment 
should be reported and recorded in the shift log sheets. 
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Figure 7: Images of the primary settling tank 
 
Typical problems in the purification process include low solids content in the sludge, deficient 
suspended solids removal, floating sludge, black odorous and septic sludge, and difficulties in 
removing from the hopper. Best practices predict the possible causes as: Hydraulic overload 
because of high flow rate or the over pumping of sludge, scrapers that are worn out or 
damaged, the return of nitrified waste activated sludge (WAS), sludge decomposing in a tank, 
pipe or pump, or low velocity of the withdrawal lines. Possible solutions to these challenges 
are as follows: Providing an evenly distributed flow to all PSTs available at the plant, reducing 
the frequency and duration of sludge circles, installing a wind barrier, and avoiding storm flows 
into the sewer system. 
4.4 Biological nutrient removal 
The modules at the plant were modified to operate in the conventional mode for biological 
phosphates and nitrogen removal. The plant is designed to have the primary and secondary 
system of the reactors. Each module is classified according to its own biological reactor. The 
effluent from PSTs flows into the anaerobic zone; this is the stage when bacteria 
(Acinetobacter) breaks down the phosphates. 
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4.4.1 Aerobic reaction 
Figure 8: Aerobic reaction 
 
This aerobic process occurs in the presence of air, using free oxygen. The anoxic process 
occurs in the absence of free oxygen but in the presence of nitrate. The anaerobic process 
occurs in the absence of free oxygen and nitrates. 
The reaction occurring in the aerobic process is biochemical. This process breaks down the 
complex organic compounds into simple intermediate compounds. The end result is that the 
compounds are further broken down to eventually form carbon dioxide, water and other simple 
inorganic compounds. Carbon compounds normally also contain hydrogen and reacts with 
oxygen to form carbon dioxide and water: 
C + 4H + 2O2 + bacteria --- CO2 + 2H2O Equation 5 
Nitrogen, which is always in wastewater as a protein-type compound, breaks down to 
ammonia or ammonium ions. Nitrogen’s reaction with oxygen is in two stages, firstly to nitrite: 
NH4+ + O2 + bacteria ------- NO2-  Equation 6 
A nitrite reacts further with oxygen to form nitrates: 
2NO2- + O2 ----------- 2NO3- (Nitrate ion)  Equation 7 
The bacteria responsible for the reactions are nitrosomonas on the nitrite and nitrobacter on 
nitrate. The process of this conversion of ammonia to nitrate is called nitrification. 
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4.4.2 Anoxic process 
Figure 9: Anoxic process 
 
A denitrification reaction occurs in the absence of free oxygen. This occurs in the anoxic zone 
of activated sludge reactors, and to a limited extent, in other aerobic systems lacking dissolved 
oxygen. 
This converts the nitrates to nitrogen gas: 
2NO3- (nitrate ion) + bacteria ---------- N2 (nitrogen gas) Equation 8 
The nitrogen gas evaporates from the system. A group of bacteria termed denitrifiers causes 
the reaction. 
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4.4.3 Anaerobic reaction 
Figure 10: Anaerobic reaction 
 
This process occurs when there is no free oxygen or nitrates present. Certain bacteria convert 
carbon compounds into carbon dioxide in the absence of air, resulting in a further reaction by 
the organisms to generate methane; this process of methane fermentation also occurs in the 
anaerobic digesters. 
Substantial amounts of oxygen demand can be reduced anaerobically with a reduced power 
consumption than if treated aerobically with an oxygen supply. There are two steps in this 
anaerobic process: 
Compounds with the assistance of bacteria are broken down into volatile acids such as acetic 
acids: 
Compounds + bacteria ---------- CH3COOH (volatile acids)/ acetic acids Equation 9 
Once the carbon compounds are broken down into volatile acids, a second set of bacteria 
takes over and converts the volatile acids (such as acetic acids) into methane and carbon 
dioxide: 
CH3COOH (acetic acid) + bacteria ---------- CH4 (methane) + CO2 Equation 10 
4.4.4 Challenges encountered in biological nutrient removal 
The challenges encountered with BNR are a reduced phosphate removal efficiency, a 
decrease in nitrification/denitrification, dark brown or black sludge, low pH resulting in an 
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inhibition of nitrification, and the accumulation of scum. A solution to these problems might be 
decreasing aeration (such as DO concentration to the return flow to less 0.2 ppm), increasing 
the pH by adding lime, checking the MLSS and increasing sludge wasting. The scum can be 
sprayed with jet water and dose return activated sludge (RAS) with chlorine, increasing the 
recycle rate from the clarifiers. 
4.5 Final settling tank 
Figure 11: An image of the final settling tank 
 
Several FSTs are divided according to the modules; this is the process whereby the 
suspended solids from the reactor effluent are to be removed (as the RAS) to the anaerobic 
or anoxic stage, and the outflow flows to the channel of the disinfection. 
4.6 Other problems observed 
4.6.1 Longer periods to complete various projects 
ERWAT embarked on several projects to improve its performance throughout its departments. 
These projects included installing a HYBACS system to ameliorate the activated sludge 
process at the Tsakane WWCW, refurbishing ERWAT workshops where spare parts will be 
stored, refurbishing the old laboratory building into a new training centre that will be used by 
retired plant operators to transfer their skills to the new recruits, and purchasing an inductively 
coupled plasma-mass spectroscope for a deeper analysis for metals. Unfortunately, most of 
these projects lack accurately planned completion timelines. The cause may be attributed to 
these projects handled under functional departments, rather than from a multidisciplinary 
perspective. 
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4.6.2 Inconsistent WWCW operator training 
There are no records of training declaring personnel competence at the WWCW as they 
profoundly depend on information from its ageing employees who rely less on written media 
and more on physical experience of the operations. The only proper training offered is through 
the company’s learnership programme, although this is provided to a limited and insufficient 
quantity of people. A solution to this conundrum is to introduce operators’ manuals for training, 
which would be facilitated by a plant manager in conjunction with senior plant process 
controllers and operators; training records and competency certificates would then be readily 
available. 
4.7 Opportunities and challenges for the facility under study 
Various concepts and design elements must be considered to comprehend modern 
challenges and wastewater purification opportunities. This includes the following aspects: 
General discussions based on challenges and sustainability issues, the influence of global 
and unforeseen circumstances (such as floods, the upgrading of existing wastewater facility 
performance regarding optimisation and modification) and lastly, managing wet-flows. A 
thorough assessment of some aspects listed under this section was necessary for the facility 
under study to benefit from future opportunities. [63] 
In the 20th century, the main focus of wastewater treatment was on reducing settleable solids, 
organic waste expressed as BOD, TSS and pathogenic microorganisms; ERWAT covers 
these aspects. In the late 20th century, nutrient removal and odours materialised and was 
controlled; the non-potable use of reclaimed water became a widespread global practice. 
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CHAPTER 5: RECOMMENDATION 
Based on the research data collected, the following results and recommendations are 
established under each benchmark theme. 
5.1 The biological nutrient removal method and other processes 
 The ERWAT facility employs the activated sludge process approach and Biofiltration 
nutrient removal process. The suspended solids are removed by primary settlement 
tanks. 
 The ERWAT facility adopts a conventional process approach, which results in high 
operation and maintenance costs. 
 The ERWAT facility is facing challenges of overcapacity because of rapid population and 
industrial growth in the drainage district areas. As a result, plant expansion is a challenge 
attributable to the complex nature of the infrastructure required by the processes. 
 The aerators utilised in the anaerobic and aerobic processes consume too much energy. 
Based on the detailed findings, this study recommends that ERWAT adopts the rotating belt 
filtration technology discussed in the literature review to execute processes based on the 
crucial attributes detailed as follows: 
 The rotating filter belt is effective towards reducing power consumption, ranging from 22% 
to 28% in comparison to the conventional process adopted at the ERWAT facility (Fane, 
2005). 
 Adopting the rotating filter belt technology results in reducing the TSS (up to 50% before 
aeration for BNR), resulting in an optimal final effluent. 
 Using the rotating filter belt technology results in less power consumption and improved 
removal of suspended solids during the purification process (Tchobanoglous & Burton, 
2015). 
 The rotating belt filtration is effective for ease of expansion, attributable to the ERWAT 
facility’s debilitating experience with overcapacity, accelerated population and industrial 
growth. This research thus recommends expansion to accommodate increasing flows. 
5.2 Sludge disposal at the East Rand Water Care facility 
The ERWAT facility buries sludge on vacant land, or alternatively offers the sludge to farmers, 
provided the sludge was classified as aligning with specific guidelines detailed by the 
environmental protection agencies. This is not the best practice, as the sludge sometimes 
contains heavy metals which are detrimental for agricultural purposes. Aligning with the 
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findings, this research recommends that ERWAT adopts the hydrothermal oxidation approach 
discussed in the literature review, based on the crucial attributes detailed as follows: 
 The hydrothermal oxidation is a technique that utilises high temperatures and pressure to 
destroy pathogens to convert organic matter into carbon dioxide and water. This process 
converts metals in the sludge into metal oxides (Cui et.al. 2013). A framework for safely 
handling the heavy metals which are present in the sludge is developed. The challenge 
of space limitation is also resolved. 
 The requirement of the hydrothermal oxidation is that it should be constructed away from 
residential areas. The ERWAT facility is already located far from these areas, thus the 
facility can easily utilise the hydrothermal oxidation technique. 
 The hydrothermal oxidation approach is effective in the generation of biogas from burning 
the sludge. This is the best practice, as the biogas is a source of energy. 
5.3 Use of the final effluent at the East Rand Water Care facility 
ERWAT releases final effluent to the rivers; some are already contaminated. South Africa is 
one of the countries struggling with polluted water. ERWAT produces good quality treated 
water; releasing this treated and purified water to rivers that are already polluted is futile. This 
research recommends that the treated water is used for crop irrigation (Anegelakis & Gikas, 
2015). This is the best practice for effective water resource management. The adoption of this 
technique by ERWAT ensures that purified fresh water is utilised for agricultural purposes. 
This research also recommends that the final effluent is transferred to reservoirs when not 
ready to be used for crop irrigation. 
5.4 Asset management at the East Rand Water Care facility 
According to the global infrastructure management manual published in 2015, asset 
management relative to wastewater facilities is defined as the managing of infrastructure 
capital assets towards reducing the total cost of owning and operating an asset. At the ERWAT 
facility, the managers have a minor function regarding asset management. 
The functionalities of ERWAT’s asset management is the responsibility of the facility’s finance 
department. This is not a best practice measure, as the ERWAT facility operates its asset 
management on a run-to-failure management model. This management approach is not 
effective as it results in high maintenance costs for the plants. The managers at the ERWAT 
facility are only involved in ensuring that all assets are on par with the ERWAT facility asset 
number. No employee takes full responsibility for the maintenance protocols of ERWAT 
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equipment, nor with verifications of the availability of equipment. This limitation was present 
in several audit findings. 
This research recommends that the ERWAT facility aligns with the best practices for asset 
management principles (the global infrastructure management manual publication, 2015). The 
manual establishes that wastewater facilities are responsible for ensuring that all parts of the 
system remains in an optimal working condition, regardless of the age of components or the 
availability of additional funds. 
Aligning with the asset management model, components of the system ought to be maintained 
regularly over long planning cycles and must eventually be replaced when the amount of 
deterioration outweighs the components’ viability for further maintenance. Costs are evenly 
distributed over the entire lifespan of the asset. The adoption of a best practice asset 
management benchmark resolves the challenge of a deteriorating and ageing infrastructure 
at the ERWAT facility. A synopsis of the benefits of effectively adopting a best practice asset 
management benchmark is detailed as follows: 
 Ensuring machinery and infrastructures are protected from premature failure because of 
effective operations and maintenance asset management measures. 
 Promoting proactive capital improvement planning, alongside facilitation over longer 
cycles, will minimise annual costs. 
 Minimising the necessity for expansions and additions to demand management (flow 
balancing). 
 Reducing the cost of new or planned investments through the economic evaluation of 
options, adopting life-cycle costing and a value engineering approach. 
Wastewater facilities operating in a reactive model ensure a framework for emergency 
responses, replacement and maintenance; ERWAT adopts these reactive model policies for 
machinery and infrastructures. A dynamic management approach relating to executing 
operational and maintenance processes is specifically considered for the sanitary sewer 
collection system. Adaption of this model can result in better capex management by 20-40 % 
The EPA, alongside municipal representatives, produce guidelines for effectively adopting the 
dynamic management approach concerning collecting systems. This approach is often termed 
the CMOM technique. This technique is an information-based approach to setting priorities for 
activities and investments. The dynamic management approach promotes developing an 
effective and efficient framework for data utilisation, relating to system performance. The 
framework ensures optimal changing conditions, aligning with operational and maintenance 
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practice benchmarks, modifying responses, routine activities, procedures and capital 
investments, preventing difficulties for ERWAT. 
5.5 CONCLUSION 
This research conducted a convergence analysis testing between the ERWAT facility’s 
purification processes and systems, aligned with global best practice benchmarks. This 
research investigated limitations on ERWATs water treatment processes concerning 
agriculture, active participation of ERWAT facility managers towards asset management, 
sludge disposal practices and installing a rotating belt filtration for BNR. 
This research presents best practice recommendations for enhancing strategies towards 
improving the purification processes and systems at ERWAT. It also illustrates the necessity 
for the ERWAT facility to support the continual development of a framework, promoting 
sustainable purification practices relating to wastewater. Future research can be directed on 
a broader investigation of the research objectives. Case study comparison scenarios can be 
explored with subsets of global wastewater facilities.  
5.5.1 Answering the research question of this study 
The aim of this study make ERWAT’s WWCW the best performing wastewater facility globally, 
relative to the following: operation and maintenance of WWTP, technology, processes and 
systems, training and management of the WWTP. Results of study indicate that works 
manager can improve the operation and maintenance by being more involved in asset 
management and promoting consistent training that is documented and does not only entail 
on-job training. Through adoption of Rotating Filter Belt ERWAT WWCW can benefit in 
reduction of electricity consumption and a better reduction of total suspended solids, this result 
in technology improvement. The study further suggest the use of Hydrothermal Oxidation as 
an alternative technique for sludge disposal and this is key in comparison to sludge burial in 
vacant land which can result in sanctions from authorities. 
The facility produces a struvite as a by-product that inhibit the flow of sludge to the digesters. 
Struvite is a white crystals that accumulates on the wall of pipes, the product is rich in 
phosphorous that is needed for farming. This creates an opportunity for Public Private 
Partnership, where the private sector uses its resources to mine this product and sell it to the 
farmers while East Rand Water Care generate the revenue as a Public sector by allowing 
extraction of this product from their processes. The funds generated can be used for Capital 
expenditure. The other funding mechanism entail selling the facility’s final effluent to various 
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industries to be used in their processes like paper industry and water boards that supply clean 
water like Rand Water. 
5.5.2 Limitations  
The two approaches suggested in this study, name adoption of Rotating Filter Belt is 
expensive to install mainly because the skill to install this technique is sourced outside the 
continent as ERWAT will be only the second organisation in the country to use this technique. 
But the savings generated from costs associated with the maintenance used for the primary 
settlement tanks can be used to fund the installation. The second approach of sludge disposal 
through Hydrothermal Oxidation requires extremely high pressure and temperature to perform 
successfully.  
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Appendix 1B: A report of equipment failures for Sep -Dec 2017 at the East Rand Water 
Care 
 
Asset description Type of work Work performed 
Ferric Dosing Pump 01 
Assembly 
Preventative Maintenance  No Irregularities or 
Anomalies was reported  
Level Metre 01 Assembly Preventative Maintenance The Irregularities or 
Anomalies reported by the 
responsible person was 
captured and corrective 
requests was loaded for 
action  
Ferric Dosing Pump 02 
Assembly 
Preventative Maintenance The Irregularities or 
Anomalies reported by the 
responsible person was 
captured and corrective 
requests was loaded for 
action  
Ferric Dosing Pump 03 
Assembly 
Preventative Maintenance  No Irregularities or 
Anomalies were reported  
Ferric Dosing Pump 04 
Assembly 
Preventative Maintenance  No Irregularities or 
Anomalies were reported  
Chlorine Dosing Ball Valve 
Assembly 
Preventative Maintenance  No Irregularities or 
Anomalies were reported  
Chlorine Extraction Pump 01 
Assembly 
Preventative Maintenance  No Irregularities or 
Anomalies were reported  
Level Transmitter 01 
Assembly 
Preventative Maintenance The Irregularities or 
Anomalies reported by the 
responsible person was 
captured and corrective 
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requests was loaded for 
action  
Chlorine Extraction Pump 02 
Assembly 
Preventative Maintenance  No Irregularities or 
Anomalies were reported  
Chlorine Pump 01 Assembly Preventative Maintenance  No Irregularities or 
Anomalies were reported  
Flow Metre 01 Assembly Preventative Maintenance  No Irregularities or 
Anomalies were reported  
Flow Control Metre 01 
Assembly 
Preventative Maintenance  No Irregularities or 
Anomalies were reported  
Chlorine Dosing Pump 01 
Assembly 
Preventative Maintenance  No Irregularities or 
Anomalies were reported  
Level Transmittor Assembly Preventative Maintenance The Irregularities or 
Anomalies reported by the 
responsible person was 
captured and corrective 
requests was loaded for 
action  
Chlorine Submersible Pump 
01  
Preventative Maintenance  No Irregularities or 
Anomalies were reported  
Chlorine Dosing Pump 02 
Assembly 
Preventative Maintenance  No Irregularities or 
Anomalies were reported  
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Appendix 1C: Equipment Failures recorded in OLIFANTS WWCW of ERWAT from Sep-
Dec 2017 
 
 
Figure 1: Olifantsfontein Alert Level 2 top failures per asset 
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 Olifantsfontein Inlet works: Degritter 02 Assembly - Valves have burned out as well and 
have been replaced; the unit was put back into service. 
 Olifantsfontein Inlet Works : Mechanical Screen 01 Assembly - Screen chain links were 
damaged, and links were replaced; the unit is back in-service. 
 Olifantsfontein Chlorination: Chlorination Pump 02 Assembly - Rotating mechanical seals 
and bearing collapsed. They were replaced. 
 Olifantsfontein Dissolved Air Floatation: Pump 07 - failed attributable to blockages, shaft 
was broken, pump stripped, repaired and brought back to service. This asset is repeating 
the same failure as in July with the same root cause, for example blockages. It is 
imperative to ensure that baseline maintenance is conducted on a regular basis and is 
consistent to prevent the reoccurrence of the same failure. 
 Olifantsfontein Dissolved Air Floatation - Pump 08 failed attributable to wear and tear on 
Stator and Rotor; replaced with new ones and brought back into service. 
 Olifantsfontein Module 02 Anoxic Reactor - Recycle Mixer 02 Assembly failure was caused 
by a gearbox oil issue. Oil was changed and cleaned. Unit is back into service. 
 Olifantsfontein Module 3 PST - Level transmitter tipped attributable to blockages on PST, 
Level transmitter cleaned and brought back into service. 
 Olifantsfontein Module 3 Anoxic Reactor - Mixer 02 tripping attributable to under voltage 
power failure, repaired and put back into service. 
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Appendix 2A 
Name of the WWTP : Ancor     Works manager : Andriete Jacobs 
 
Questions Answers 
1. What is your qualification? Bsc. Chemical Engineering 
2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Ancor 
3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Biofilter nutrient removal 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
On job training with experienced worker 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
Not playing part handled by ERWAT 
finance department 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
23 new/ 9 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Lab reports, daily log and daily flows 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Sludge burial to land 
 
 
 
 Appendix 2B 
 Name of the WWTP : Herbet Bickley    Works manager : Kabelo Sehlati 
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  
Questions Answers 
1. What is your qualification? Batchelor of technology: Water Care 
2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Herbet Bickley WWTP 
3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Activated sludge process 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
On-job training by experienced employees 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
None, this duty lies with ERWAT finance 
department 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
23 new/11 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Daily log, lab reports and daily flows  
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Sludge burial to land 
  
 
 
 Appendix 2C 
 Name of the WWTP : Daveyton   Works manager : Manelisi Mqoqi 
  
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Questions Answers 
1. What is your qualification? Batchelor of technology: Chemical 
Engineering 
2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Daveyton WWTP 
3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Activated sludge process 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
On-job training by experienced employee 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
Not playing part, it’s a function of ERWAT 
finance department 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
26 new/9 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Lab reports, daily log and daily flows 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Sludge burial to land 
  
 
 
 Appendix 2D 
 Name of the WWTP : Carl Grundligh   Works manager :Selby Molefe 
  
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Questions Answers 
1. What is your qualification? National Diploma: Chemical engineering 
2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Carl Grundligh WWTP 
3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Activated sludge process 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
Only on-job training provided by 
experienced employees 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
Updating of asset inventory list and more 
functions are carried out by the finance 
department 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
14 new/ 06 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Daily flow, lab reports and daily log 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Sludge burial to land 
 
 
 
 Appendix 2E 
 Name of the WWTP : Heidelberg   Works manager : Tseko Motsheare 
  
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Questions Answers 
1. What is your qualification? Batchelor of Technology: Water Care 
2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Heidelberg WWTP 
3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Activated sludge process 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
On-job training provided by experienced 
employees 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
Only updating of asset inventory list 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
14 new/7 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Daily flows, daily log and lab reports 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Sludge burial to land 
  
 
 
 Appendix 2G 
 Name of the WWTP : JP Marais   Works manager : Norman Mahlangu 
  
Questions Answers 
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1. What is your qualification? National Diploma: Chemical Engineering 
2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
JP Marais WWTP 
3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Activated sludge process 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
On-job training provided by experienced 
employees 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
Assisting the finance department to update 
the asset inventory list 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
13 new/7 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Daily flows, daily log and lab reports 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Sludge burial to land 
  
 
 
 Appendix 2I 
 Name of the WWTP : Jan Smuts   Works manager : Mfanelo Manzini 
  
Questions Answers 
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1. What is your qualification? Bachelor of Technology: Chemical 
engineering 
2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Jan Smuts WWTP 
3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Biofilter nutrient removal process 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
Only on-job training provided by 
experienced employees 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
None 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
15 new/4 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Daily flows, daily log and lab reports 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Sludge burial to land 
  
 
 
 Appendix 2K 
 Name of the WWTP : Ratanda   Works manager : Mpho Malepe 
  
Questions Answers 
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1. What is your qualification? Batchelor of Technology: Chemical 
Engineering 
2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Ratanda WWTP 
3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Activated sludge process 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
Only on-job training provided by 
experienced employees 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
None 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
15 new/ 8 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Daily flows, daily log and lab reports 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Sludge burial to land 
  
 
 
 Appendix 2L 
Name of the WWTP : Tsakane     Works manager : Isaac Ratsema 
 
Questions Answers 
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1. What is your qualification? National Diploma: Chemical engineering 
2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Tsakane WWTP 
3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Activated sludge process 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
On-job training provided by experienced 
employees 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
None 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
17 new/ 6 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Daily flows, daily log and lab reports 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Sludge burial to land 
  
 
 
 Appendix 2M 
 Name of the WWTP : Welgedagt   Works manager : Ralph Teme 
  
Questions Answers 
1. What is your qualification? National Diploma : Water Care 
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2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Welgedagt WWTP 
3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Activated sludge process 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
Only on-job training provided by 
experienced employees 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
Assist in updating the asset inventory list 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
25 new/ 13 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Daily flows, daily log and lab reports 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Treating the sludge with filter belt press 
then giving it to close by farmers 
  
 
 
 Appendix 2O 
 Name of the WWTP : Benoni   Works manager : Patrick Maphanga 
  
Questions Answers 
1. What is your qualification? National Diploma : Chemical engineering  
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2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Benoni WWTP 
3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Biofilter nutrient removal process 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
Only on-job training provided by 
experienced employees 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
None 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
11 new/4 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Daily flows, daily log and lab reports 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Sludge burial to land 
  
 
 
 Appendix 2P 
 Name of the WWTP : Estherpark    Works manager : Donald Rambau 
  
Questions Answers 
1. What is your qualification? Bachelor of Technology : Chemical 
engineering 
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2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Estherpark WWTP 
3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Activated sludge process 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
Only received on-job training provided by 
experienced employee 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
None 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
6 new/ 3 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Daily flows, daily log and lab reports 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Sludge burial to land 
  
 
 
 Appendix 2Q 
 Name of the WWTP : Hartebeesfontein   Works manager : Nicodene Daniels 
  
Questions Answers 
1. What is your qualification? Honours degree : Water Care 
2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Hartebeesfontein WWTP 
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3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Activated sludge process 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job 
description? 
Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
On-job training provided by experienced 
employees 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
Assist in updating inventory list 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
21 new/ 7 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Daily flows, daily log and lab reports 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Sludge burial to land 
  
 
 
 Appendix 2R 
 Name of the WWTP : Olifantsfontein  Works manager : Steven Mathebula 
  
Questions Answers 
1. What is your qualification? National Diploma: Chemical engineering 
2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Olifantsfontein WWTP 
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3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Activated sludge process 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
On-job training by experienced employees 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
None 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
24 new/ 9 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Daily flows, daily log and lab reports 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Treating the sludge using Filter belt press 
  
 
 
 Appendix 2S 
 Name of the WWTP : Rynfield   Works manager : Lawrance Mokgabela 
  
Questions Answers 
1. What is your qualification? National Diploma: Chemical engineering 
2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Rynfield WWTP 
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3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Biofilter nutrient removal process 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
On-job training provided by experienced 
employees 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
None 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
13 new/ 7 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Daily flows, daily log and lab reports 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Sludge burial to land 
  
 
 
 Appendix 2T 
 Name of the WWTP : Rondebult   Works manager : Mapontsho Koratsi 
  
Questions Answers 
1. What is your qualification? Batchelor of Technology : Chemical 
engineering 
2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Rondebult WWTP 
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3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Biofilter nutrient removal 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
Only on-job training 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
No 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
14 new/8 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Daily flows, daily log and lab reports 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Sludge burial to land 
  
 
 
 Appendix 2X 
 Name of the WWTP : Dekema   Works manager : Tshepo Mutaung 
  
Questions Answers 
1. What is your qualification? Honours degree: Chemical engineering 
2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Rondebult 
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3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Biofilter nutrient removal 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
Only on-job training provided by 
experienced employees 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
Assist in updating asset inventory list 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
20 new/8 old 
10. Do you keep records? New 
11. What records do you keep? Daily flows, daily log and lab reports 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Sludge burial to land 
  
 
 
 Appendix 2Y 
 Name of the WWTP : Vlakplaats   Works manager : Fortunate Ngwane 
  
Questions Answers 
1. What is your qualification? Batchelor of Technology: Chemical 
engineering 
2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Vlakplaats WWTP 
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3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Activated sludge process 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
On-job training provided by experienced 
employees 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
None 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
26 new/ 12 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Daily flows, daily log and lab reports 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Sludge burial to land 
  
 
 
 Appendix 2W 
 Name of the WWTP : Watervaal   Works manager : Livhuwani Mathomu 
  
Questions Answers 
1. What is your qualification? National Diploma: Chemical engineering 
2. Which of the 19 ERWAT WWCWs do 
you manage? 
Watervaal WWTP 
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3. Which Biological nutrient removal 
process does the plant you manage 
employ? 
Activated sludge process 
4. Do you have a defined job description? Yes 
5. Do you understand your job description? Yes 
6. Do you attend all training requirements 
for all duties specified in your job 
description? 
Only on-job training provided by 
experienced employees 
7. What is your function in the company’s 
asset management? 
Assisting in updating the asset inventory 
list 
8. Do you plant have a scheduled 
maintenance plan for all equipment you 
have in your plant? 
No 
9.  What is the ratio of new recruits against 
old experienced employees in the plant 
you’re managing? 
32 new/ 14 old 
10. Do you keep records? Yes 
11. What records do you keep? Lab reports, daily flows and log 
12. How do you dispose your WWTP 
sludge? 
Treating it further using Filter belt press 
then giving it to close by farmers 
  
 
 
 
 
